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HIRING

AND

FIRING

1.
ADAMS, Charlotte. LITTLE SERVANTS MAIDS. London: Printed for the Society for Promoting
Christian Knowledge; 1848.
£ 300
FIRST EDITION. Three parts as issued, bound as one, 12mo, pp. iv, 122; iv, 180; iv, 163; illustrated with

wood-engravings; bound in the original green blindstamped publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, some light
sunning, and rubbing to extremities, otherwise a very good copy.
Scarce first edition of this story written for the SPCK by Charlotte Adams, describing in turn the fate of a
string of the girls that come to the house of Mrs Sewell to be trained by Martha her servant.
‘Those competing models of the relationships brokered by books collide in Charlotte Adams’s Little Servant
Maids, a tract published by the SPCK in 1848 for 3s. 6d. in a binding suitable for middle class ladies to give to
servants, with a style to match. It’s episodic narrative, structured by a long-suffering lady’s hiring and firing of
successive servants with the assistance of a tattling upper servant named Martha, culminates in the elderly
Martha being taught to read. Yet no less than The Story of the Pocket Bible, this tract also criticizes the two
premises on which its own circulation depends: that servants are literate and have access to books. (Both
would have applied more fully to the indoor servants who figure in such tracts than to the larger class of farm
workers)’ (Price, How to Do Things with Books in Victorian Britain, 2012, p. 178).
We have been unable to find much further information on the author Charlotte Adams. Her other works,
primarily for a juvenile audience, include The Stolen Child (1838), The Child of the Atlantic (1839), William
Woodland (1845), Mamma’s Little Friend (1846), and Hat and Feathers (1847), the latter three also published
by the SPCK.
OCLC records three copies, all in the UK, at the BL, NLS and Cambridge.

LITTLE WOMEN

IN

FRENCH

2.
ALCOTT, Louisa M. [REMY, Madame, translator]. PETITES FEMMES (Little Women). Traduit
librement de l’anglais, avec l’autorisation de l’auteur par Mme Rémy. Lausanne, H. Mignot, Editeur,
1873.
£ 300
SECOND EDITION. 8vo, pp. 256; lightly foxed throughout; in contemporary red roan backed mottled boards,
spine ruled and lettered in gilt, upper joint cracked and held by two cords, head of spine chipped with small
piece missing, and light rubbing to extremities, but still a good copy.
Rare French translation (by Mme. Rémy) of Little Women, the best known work of the American novelist and
poet Louisa M. Alcott (1832-1888).
Little Women ‘has been read as a romance or as a quest, or both. It has been read as a family drama that
validates virtue over wealth”, but also “as a means of escaping that life by women who knew its gender
constraints only too well’. (Sicherman: Well Read Lives: How Books Inspired A Generation of American
Women. Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2010). According to Sarah Elbert (in A Hunger
for Home: Louisa May Alcott’s Place in American Culture. New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1987),
Alcott created a new form of literature, one that took elements from Romantic children’s fiction and
combined it with others from sentimental novels, resulting in a totally new format. Elbert argued that within
Little Women can be found the first vision of the “All-American girl” and that her multiple aspects are
embodied in the differing March sisters.
OCLC records just one copy of this edition, at BCU Riponne in Switzerland, and two of the first edition
(1872), at Cambridge and BCU Riponne.

RARE ODE

BY THE ELDERLY

ARCADIAN

3.
[BANDETTINI, Teresa]. AL CELEBRE SIGNOR PROFESSORE GIUSEPPE SCHIANTARELLI di
Brescia per la vista da esso felicemente renduta al Signor Francesco Benedetto Ricci di Lucca. Ode di
Amarilli Etrusca. Lucca, ducale Tipografia Bertini. 1832.
£ 150
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [6], [2] blank; minor stain to blank leaf, otherwise a clean copy; disbound, as issued.
Very rare first edition of this ode by Bandettini, addressed to the Brescia Professor Giuseppe Schiantarelli,
author of Sull’ago da cateratta e sul metodo di cura da usarsi dopo l’operazione stessa (1819).

The Lucca poet, and member of the Arcadi, Teresa Bandettini (1763-1837) started out as a dancer, but made
her reputation as one of the leading improvisatory poets of her time, attracting the attention of Parini, Alfieri
and Monti, among others. Much of her work remained unpublished, due to its improvisatory nature.
Not in OCLC.

RAISING

FUNDS FOR REFUGEES

4.
[BAZAAR]. LADY PATRONESS’ FREE TICKET OF ADMISSION. Hanover Square Rooms.
Ladies’ Sale for the Spanish and Italian Refugees. Under the Patronage of the Duke of Wellington.
London: M. Calero, Spanish, English, and French Printer, 17, Frederick Palace, Goswell Road. [1827].
£ 285
4to sheet, [23 x 18 cm]; mounted on another sheet.
By 1827 Bazaars had developed into something like charity
entertainment with the majority being organised and run by
ladies acting as stall keepers. They raised considerable
amounts of money for every conceivable cause during the
early nineteenth century and when Queen Adelaide presided
over a stall in 1833 the finale accolade of respectability was
cast.
The Spanish refugees, exiled due to their liberal views, and the
Italian refugees, exiled for their support of a united Italy, both
had their supporters in the upper echelon’s of society in
Britain. This copy has been signed by Lady Georgina Agar-Ellis
(1804-1860), latter Lady Dover, with her name also printed
on the sheet. It would seem that ‘blanks’ would have been
distributed to the organisers of the Bazaar who would in their
turn then sign them and have them sent to potential patrons.
The Bazaar was held over three days in May 1827 at the
centrally placed Hanover Square Rooms, chiefly remembered
today for concerts and assemblies, although clearly available
for hire for well meaning events too. Also of interest is the
use of the Spanish printer and exile Marcelino Calero to run
off these sheets.
The Bazaar was reported in The Times on the 1st June 1827 ‘When we looked in at the sale on Saturday, we
were happy to observe that the stocks of the fair shopkeepers appeared almost exhausted. We understand
the produce of the three days’ sale to be about £2,000. The distinguished visitors on Saturday were Prince
Leopold, the Duke de Chartres, the Duke of Wellington, the Duke of Devonshire, Earl Dudley, Lord Nugent,
Lord John Russell, and very many others, including a long list of members of Parliament. Several of the most
distinguished among the emigrants were present, and the Duke of Wellington was observed addressing a
group composed of Don A. Arguelles, Don A. A. Galiano, General de Vigo, and others.’
A

“SPLENDID

EFFORT OF CHARITY”

5.
[BAZAAR]. SHARF, George, artist. LADIES FANCY FAIR & BAZAAR. For the Benefit of the
Charing-Cross Hospital, at John Penn Esqr., Spring Gardens, St. James’s Park. [followed by the title in
French and German] London: Printed by C. Hullmandel: Published by the Artist, 14, Francis Street,
Tottenham Court Road, May, 1832.
£ 400
Lithograph [28 x 38 cm], second state, on laid paper lettered below image with the title, above image at the
right ‘Miscellaneous Views’.
Striking lithograph showing the Ladies’ Fancy Fair & Bazaar that was first held in May 1830 and repeated again
in June 1832.

The view is of Spring Gardens, St. James’s Park, during a fair held for the benefit of Charing Cross Hospital in
May 1830. A number of tables are laid out on the lawn covered in trinkets, in foreground a model of the
hospital, and also the wooden model of St Martin’s in the Field; on the left a number of musicians, many
fashionably dressed people stroll between tables, and the house of John Penn on the right.
The event was chiefly organized by John Penn (or John Penn, Jr. or John Penn of Stoke) (1760-1834) at his
property in London. In the newspaper account below he is called the ‘Govenor’ although that was merely a
courtesy title. On his fathers death in 1775 he inherited jointly (with a cousin) some 24 million acres in the
Province of Pennsylvania which was all confiscated after the American Revolution. He however still received
annual compensation amounts from both America and British governments and was happy to retire to England
with a safe seat in parliament and put some effort into writing and promoting good causes.
‘That delightful spot, the town residence and grounds of Governor Penn, Spring Gardens Terrace, has been
thronged during the last two days with fashionable visitors, in consequence of the Ladies’ Bazaar for the
Charing Cross Hospital. Among the persons of distinction we noticed - The Dowager Duchess of Richmond,
Dowager Duchess of Rutland, Marchioness Cornwallis, Marchioness of Salisbury, Countess Cowper, Countess
of Essex, Countess Ferrers, Countess Winterton, Countess Pomfret, Viscountess Gage, the Bishop of Bristol
and Mrs. Gray, Hon. Mr. Cust, Hon. Mr. Bligh, Hon. Lady C. Denys, Hon. Mrs. Kennedy, Hon. Mrs. Stuart,
Hon. Mrs. Fain, Lord Teynham, Lady Freemantle, Lady Tierney, Lady C. Boland, Lady Lonsdale, Lady
Montefiore, Lady Robinson, Lady Browning, Lady Cockerill, Sir Charles Pole, Sir Charles Hulse, Mrs. Prater,
Mrs. Wyndham Lewis, Mrs. Cotton, Mrs. Griffiths, Mrs. Littleton, Mrs. Twining, Miss Joddrell, &c. &c.
‘The arrangements have been most excellent, and highly honourable to the Ladies Managers. The articles
appear of a very superior description, and the Ladies who superintend the respective stands (one of whom,
among others of quality, we perceive is that benevolent Lady the Countess of Essex), seem to enjoy the
delights of the day quite as much as the visitors, for whose amusement they have exerted themselves so ably.
The benevolent proprietor of the mansion attended in all parts of the Gardens during the whole of both days
to welcome the company, and has nobly permitted the Managers of the Charity to continue the occupancy of
the Grounds whilst their articles are undisposed of, but which we think, from the rapidity of the sale, cannot
fail to be in the course of the next two days.
‘Upon the whole, whether we contemplate the brilliancy of the scene, the kindness of Governor Penn, or the
liberality of the young Ladies who have contributed so handsomely to this excellent Institution, we confer few
events have occasioned us more unmixed pleasure than this splendid effort of Charity’.
The print survives in two states, the first with reference to 1830 which then removed and substituted with a
French and German text, as here.

RARE

FESTIVAL BOOK FROM THE

MINERVA PRESS

6.
BELSON, Elizabeth. THE FASTS AND FESTIVALS OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND,
abridged from the Works of the excellent & pious Mr. Nelson, Interspersed with Dialogues adapted
to the Capacity of Youth by Elizabeth Belson. London, Printed at the Minerva Press for A. K.
Newman & Co. 1810.
£ 850
FIRST EDITION THUS. 8vo, pp. [iv], vii, [i] blank, 372; with engraved frontispiece and title; bound in slightly

later full green calf, spine ruled in gilt and blind-stamped, with red morocco label lettered in gilt, boards with
‘grained’ designed, bordered ruled in gilt, a very good, clean copy.
Scarce Minerva press printing of Elizabeth Belson’s abridgement of
Robert Nelson’s popular work, set out in a series of ‘conversations’
between Mrs. Woodford and either Sophia or George, explaining
religious festivals, specifically adapted for a juvenile audience.
‘The Festivals and Fasts, as explained by that learned man, are
confessedly too copious to be placed in the hands of youthful
readers … From the volume now offered to their serious
consideration, the author is led to expect some happy
consequences. She imagines, that the established lessons of the
church will become familiar to the ear, and, by their connection with
the lives of the saints, be firmly imprinted on the memory; while the
Collects, Epistles, and Gospels, will equally, and for similar reasons,
have their due influence on the youthful mind’ (pp. ii-iv).
‘The pious layman Robert Nelson’s 1704 tract A Companion for the
Festivals and Fasts of the Church of England was arguably the most
popular and important Anglican devotional work of the eighteenth
century. Ostensibly a simple guidebook to the Anglican liturgical
calendar, Nelson’s Festivals and Fasts was, in fact, a précis of
Anglican
theology
and
ecclesiology’
(see
https://
www.cambridge.org/core/journals/church-history/).
The author, Elizabeth Belson, of whom we have been unable to find
any further information, concludes her work with two Addenda’s to
‘Festivals’ and ‘Fasts’, each giving useful information on the terms
commonly used.
OCLC records three copies in North America, at UCLA, the Westminster Seminary California, and the
Westminster Theological Seminary in Pennsylvania.

JUSTLY

RECOMMENDED TO

PARENTS

7.
[BLOCK TEACHING TOY]. THE DIE IN 6 DIFFERENT PLAYS; Le des en 6 divers jeux; Der
Wursel in 6 verschiedenis Spielen. [Germany], [n.d., c. 1850].
£ 1,850
Comprising 36 handcoloured lithographed wooden cubes, rubbed and worn in places, as to be expected;
housed in the original wooden box (18 x 18 x 4cm) with printed pictorial paper label to lid, and printed
instructions on bottom of box in German, French and English, rather rubbed and worn to extremities, hinges
and hook missing, but catch still present, original label rather dust-soiled with some child scribbles,
nevertheless still a very appealing toy.
Rare survival of a mid-nineteenth century block teaching toy for young children, each ‘die’ with six different
sides, including an alphabet, algebra, a picture puzzle and geometrical patterns.
‘Among the vast multitude of games that have made their appearance, there is none equal to the one before
us in amount of metamorphosed application and ingenious combinations. By means of this innocent play the
child is stimulated not only to become acquainted with the most necessary requirements in life, such as
writing, cyphering, drawing, etc., but it will also derive excellent amusements in constructing and mosiac
games, as well as in puzzles, and may therefore be justly recommended to parents as a really useful and
valuable present for their little ones.’ [Instructions].

Although the toy was made in Germany it was also destined for the English and French markets, hence the
title on the lid is translated in to those languages, as are the instructions on the bottom of the box (quoted
above). This is also evident on the arithmetic blocks housed within, which would have also doubled up as a
starter for young children learning another language.

AMATEUR BOTANIZING
8.
[BOTANY]. CRAUFURD, Janet Winifred Houison. MANUSCRIPT “BOTANY BOOK”.
Craufurdland Castle, [Kilmarnock], 10, June 1829.
£ 250
Manuscript in ink, 8vo [19 x 10.5] pp. 10; some pages from previous
work excised; stitched in the original marbled wrappers.
Clearly a reuse of an old note book on French grammar with several
pages excised and the blanks pages fild to contain Janet’s Botany
Book.
Janet Houison Craufurd (1786-1836) lived at Craufurdland Castle by
Fenwick Moor near Kilmarnock in South West Scotland. The 1820’s
was certainly a time of growing interest in amateur botanizing and
probably Janet was caught up in the general enthusiasm of the
subject.
Thirty-seven plants are tabulated with Latin name, each with a brief
description in English and the sighting of the plant and date noted.
Clearly Janet was quite adept, for her second entry describes ‘Dean
Mon. Ophrys nidus-avis Bird’s-nest twayblade, the whole plant
brown, very uncommon, Craufurdland, 1829.’ She was probably only
interested in the unusual as numbers 8 to 19 are plants in Arran and
20 to 25 at Whiting Bay, also in Arran with the remaining plants
identified in 1830 at Craufurdland.
Janet must have had to hand a textbook on the subject and our best
suggestion is she used an early edition of William Withering’s A
Systematic Arrangement of British Plants, to make her identifications.

HER

BEST KNOWN WORK

9.
[BOULGER, Theodora]. PRETTY MISS BELLEW. By Theo Gift … In three volumes. Vol. I [-III].
London: Richard Bentley and Son, New Burlington Street. 1875.
£ 250
FIRST BOOK EDITION. Three volumes, 8vo, pp. [iv], 307, [1] blank; [iv], 367, [1] blank; [iv], 304; rebound in

navy blue leather over marbled boards (volumes I & III) and maroon cloth (volume II). “South African Public
Library” in gilt at foot of each spine, handwritten notes on prelims but no stamps or other library markings.
Light rubbing to leather, cloth sunned, foxing spots, marbled boards grazed, a good set.
First edition in book form of the author’s best-known work, ‘a tale of antagonistic love which provides an
interesting portrait of a selfish, spend thrift son’, that had originally been serialised in Cassell’s Family Magazine.
Theodora Boulger, nee Havers (1847-1923), was born in Norfolk, the second daughter of Elle Ruding and
Thomas Havers. ‘She spent much of her youth in Uruguay and the Falkland Islands, where her father was
Colonial Manager, returning to England on his death in 1870. The following year she began publishing stories in
British and US periodicals, and worked for a number of years at All the Year Round and Cassell’s. She married
botanist George Simonds Boulger in 1879’ (Blain, Clements & Grundy, The Feminist Companion to Literature
in English (1990), p. 119). Her first novel, Truth to her Trust was published in 1874, also under her pen name
‘Theo Gift’, a part-translation of her first name Theodora, meaning “God’s Gift”. Boulger went on to coauthor children’s stories with her friend and author of The Railway Children (1906), Edith Nesbit (1858-1924).
OCLC records three copies in North America, at UCLA, New York University and Wisconsin, Madison; not
in Wolff (which only lists one of her books, Lil Lorimer).

TEACHING

BY

ACROSTICS

10. [BOWMAN, Anne]. ORIGINAL DOUBLE ACROSTICS: Amusing and Instructive. London:
Routledge, Warne & Routledge, 1866.
£ 150

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 183, [1] blank, [4] catalogue; original decorative

publisher’s cloth, gilt, a little rubbed at extremities; else a very good copy.
Uncommon first edition of this compilation by Anne Bowman, in which she
ventures ‘to introduce into our “Double Acrostics” many illusions to history,
geography, or general literature, as a means of testing the memory and
judgment of our young readers; thus, while endeavouring to make our book
instructive, offering to their ingenuity a pastime which fashion sanctions and
the most severe discipline cannot condemn’ (p. iii).
Primarily ‘Anne Bowman was an English novelist who wrote adventure stories
for boys set in exotic places … Her books were obviously popular with both
her American audience and an English and Australian readership, and were
produced in several editions during the 1850s and 1860s’
(https://www.nla.gov.au/blogs/).
OCLC records six copies, at Penn State, UC Davis, Harvard, North Carolina,
the public library of Cincinnati and the Buffalo and Erie County Public library.

BY THE FIRST WOMEN ELECTED TO THE

LEEDS

SCHOOL BOARD

11. BUCKTON, Catherine Mary. COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS. The Servant and Mistress
Question. London, Longmans, Green, and Co., 1898.
£ 175
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [vi], 96; a clean fresh copy throughout; with library label of the University of

Aberdeen and withdrawal stamp below on front pastedown; in the original publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in
gilt, upper board in blind, lightly rubbed, otherwise a very good, near fine copy.
‘Catherine Buckton has secured an important place in the
history of the British domestic science education
movement. With her contemporaries Fanny Calder, in
Liverpool, and Edith Clarke, in London, she was
responsible for the introduction of cookery and hygiene
onto the school curriculum’ (Oxford DNB).
The present work, her last in fact, is set out in two parts,
the first dealing with the house, ventilation, lighting,
decorations, carpets and cleaning, the second giving a
summary of housework routines for households keeping
two servants, with methods, recipes, requisites and
schemes for “dismantling” and “remantling”.
Catherine Mary Buckton (1827-1904) was a founder
member of the Leeds Ladies Educational Association and
of the Yorkshire School of Cookery. In 1873 she became
the first woman to be elected to the Leeds School Board.
She gave lectures to children and student teachers, some
of which were published in book form: Health in the
House (1875), Food and Home Cookery (1879), Town
and Window Gardening (1879) and Our Dwellings,
Healthy and Unhealthy (1885). Some of these books have
recently been republished and are considered to be
culturally important.
OCLC records copies in North America at Chicago,
Kansas State, Michigan, Michigan State, Cornell, NYPL,
Athaneaum of Philadelphia and Hennepin County library.

COUNTRY

HOUSE PRIVATE PRINTING, DISCUSSING WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE

12. [BURKE, Francis Eustace]. THE BUZZ FLY. A Scandalous Family Journal. [F. Burke, 2 Essex
Court, Temple, London, April, 1870].
£ 850
8vo. pp. 16; typeset, with lithographic cover and six lithographic illustrations, marginal tears and some
restoration on the inner margins; disbound and loose, as issued.
The text largely refers to women’s suffrage and actually one wonders if this was partly due to some
contemporary influences on the 21 year old Francis. The longest piece purports to be ‘a detailed account of a
grand meeting in favour of Female Suffrage’, sparked off by a domestic battle over the time of dinner and
afternoon tea.
‘The motion was carried amidst expressions of disgust from the gentlemen who one and all declared their
intention of absenting themselves in the evening.’ Thereafter the ladies having withdrawn conduct a meeting ‘
… a highly intelligent young lady, whose name our reporter thinks sounded like Littlemay, rose, and drawing
herself up to a considerable height commenced the real business of the evening by proposing that “this
meeting thinks there ought to be female suffrage” … What right she said indignantly enquired, had men to
consider themselves superior to women when manifestly were not so - indeed it was quite the other way,
women sewed better, were braver, kinder, had more courage and in fact were superior… .’ The usual tropes
are voiced by Burke on such ideas as women not understanding the value of voting. The men soon enter the
room again ‘…books hurriedly pulled forth and needlework resumed. - The gentlemen entered, and scene of
great joy ensued, as the debater welcomed with delight their horrid men.’
Possibly some influence from Mill’s The Subjection of Women of 1869 or more probably, the widely reported
lecture on women’s electoral disabilities by Millicent Fawcett to her husband’s Brighton Liberal constituents at
the end of March 1870. Whatever the case, the young Francis Burke was not persuaded, and proves his
prejudices in reducing his account to the usual mocking humour.

The Buzz Fly also contains several fictional ‘Letters to the Editor’ advertisements and family intelligence.
Attractively illustrated with a lithographic cover, something like a pastiche of Punch and further illustrated with
a humorous poem ‘A lay of S[ou]thw[o]ld’ describing a visit to the country away from London smoke, but
filled with travel woes, miserable weather, and stupid people.
The author Francis Eustace Burke (1848-1927) became civil engineer who later held the office of Justice of the
Peace (J.P.) for Kent and latterly also for Buckinghamshire. He was balloted and elected to the Civil Engineers

7th December 1869 and doubtless had only recently settled into his bachelor lodgings at 2 Essex Court,
Temple, London E.C. He was to gain his membership of the Civil Engineers five years later on 1st December
1874, but clearly had time for producing this family magazine, or at least this first number and most probably
only number of it. In 1884 he married Mary Alice Addison, a daughter of Lord Cringletie, and with her had a
son, John. Burke sometime early in the twentieth century retired to the country but we know little if anything
of his career.
Not in OCLC, and as far as we are aware, unrecorded.

FROM “COUNTRY”

TO

“TOWN”

13. BURT, Isabella. HISTORICAL NOTICES OF CHELSEA, Kensington, Fulham, and
Hammersmith. With some particulars of old families. Also an account of their antiquities and present
state. [London]. J. Saunders, 22, High Street, Kensington. 1871.
£ 125
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 140; apart from a few light marks, a clean copy throughout; in the original

publisher’s cloth, upper board and spine lettered and stamped in gilt; a near fine copy.
First edition of Isabella Burt’s Historical notices of Chelsea, Kensington, Fulham and Hammersmith, in which
you get a real sense of the ever changing and expanding Metropolis.
‘All these four parishes are now included in the London Postal District, and the district of the Board of
Works; the whole four are in the Archdeaconry of Middlesex, and in the London Diocese. Indeed our large
and insatiable Metropolis has now incorporated them with itself. They are no longer “Country,” they are
“Town”’ (p. xii).
OCLC: 3779452.

REGENCY HAUTE COUTURE
14.

[BYNG, Cecilia Georgiana]. REGENCY MANUSCRIPT PATTERN BOOK. August, 1824. £ 850

4to [24 x 20cm], 33 leaves of pen and ink lace patterns with several blank leaves at end; also other loosely
inserted patterns; original purple half roan, the upper cover with a green leather label lettered ‘Cecelia’ in gilt,
and inscribed on the front free endpaper ‘Cecilia Byng, Saturday, 14th August, 1824.’

Containing upwards of 160 examples for embroidering lace edging, handkerchiefs and other decorative work,
the patterns neatly delineated in this album were doubtless copied from completed work and also the various
patterns produced by the leading Paris fashion houses of the late Regency Period.
Cecilia, being illegitimate, may have lived a fairly quiet life in Paris before her marriage in 1827, and although
the album is clearly of British manufacture it does include at least one design for a veil which could have been
the pattern for part of her own wedding trousseau.
Certainly if the surviving group portrait of her three children painted in 1839 by George Richmond is anything
to go by, they all have lace collars and cuffs to their clothes, all very similar decorations to those found in this
album.
Cecilia Georgiana Byng (1802-1881) was an illegitimate daughter of Admiral Hon. George Byng - clearly not as
honourable as his title suggests - who was for a short while to become 6th Viscount Torrington. Cecilia
married firstly John Wright at Paris in 1827 and after his death remarried Arthur Johnstone Blackwood. With
her second husband she produced Sir Arthur Blackwood (1832–1893) secretary of the Post Office, from his
good looks Arthur was commonly accorded the sobriquet ‘Beauty Blackwood.’

EMULATING QUEEN VICTORIA
15. CAPEL, Charlotte Eliza. VICTORIAN ENIGMAS; or, Windsor fireside Researches: being a
series of acrostics enigmatically propounded, on historical, biographical, geographical, and
miscellaneous subjects; intended in a novel manner to combine amusement with exercise in the
attainment of general knowledge. Promoted and encouraged by the royal precedent and example.
London, Lockwood and Co., 1861.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, [iv], 101, [1] imprint, 8 advertisements; original decorative cloth gilt, covers and

spine rather sunned, head and tail of spine rubbed, but internally clean and fresh, and still a good copy.
Rare first edition of this charming work, conceived, as the author
points out in her preface, after receiving an enigma to solve with
a note stating ‘A friend at Windsor had this from the Palace, said
to be written by the Queen for the Royal children’ and thus she
proposed to ‘emulate her Majesty’ (p. v).
‘The compilation of solutions, fully illustrated with
comprehensive descriptions by senior pupils, will be found to test
practically their attainments in general knowledge; while the
pastime afforded by the Enigmas, merely as riddles to be guessed,
may gradually induce in the youngest a desire to seek for
information’ (p. vi).
The review in the Westminster Review, however, is less glowing:
‘she has evidently taken great pains in carrying out her design: it
is a pity that so much labour should have been so fruitlessly
expended. We sympathise too sincerely with right-minded
children in the distaste which they invariably entertain to their
hours of play being encroached on by those of their elders who
unmercifully muddle their brains under the pretext of improving
their minds, to be capable of encouraging such attempts by
recommending a task book like this’ (Vol. lxxvii, p. 160).

Of the author, Charlotte Eliza Capel (1817-1910) we have been unable to find any further information other
than that she died and is buried in Hastings, East Sussex. Victorian Enigmas appears to be her only published
work.
OCLC records two copies in North America, at Stanford and North Carolina.

THE

TRIALS OF

MILLICENT THORNVILLE, ‘THE

WEEPING ORPHAN’

16. CHALCRAFT, Harriette Amiel. MILLICENT; or, The Trials of Life … In three volumes. Vol. I
[-III]. London: Hurst and Blackett, Publishers, successors to Henry Colburn. 1855.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 8vo, pp. [ii], 320; [ii], 316; [ii], 283, [3] & 24 advertisements; in the original
brown blindstamped publisher’s cloth, spines lettered in gilt, large ink stain to upper board of vol. III, and cloth
rather dust-soiled, with striking Royal blue endpapers; despite faults still a good copy.
Scarce first edition of this little known novel by Harriette Amiel Chalcraft (1832–1891).
‘Yes, Millicent Thornville, the weeping orphan, was a governess; and what rendered her lot still worse, she had
not been brought up to fulfil that cold and arduous, that loved and unrespected, post. An elegant, refined
home - loving, indulgent parents - servants, to whom a look from her was law - luxuries and comforts strewn
around her - these had been the portion of the only child; but a sudden cloud burst heavily over her path, and
extinguished the sunshine of her early days’ (pp. 3-4).
Very little seems to be known of the author. Harriette was born in 1832 in Leyton, Essex, the daughter of
Richmond Chalcraft, a professor of classics, and Charlotte D. Amiel. Her grandfather was Capt. H.S. Amiel, of
the 7th Hussars. Besides the present work she wrote two other novels in her early twenties, both
anonymous, as here, The Curate of Overton (1854), and Lucy Aylmer (1857). She died unmarried in 1891.
OCLC records five copies, at the BL, NLS, Oxford and Cambridge in the UK, and Illinois in North America;
not in Sadleir or Wolff.

TO RAISE FUNDS FOR

“LADY MISSIONARIES”

17. [CHURCH OF SCOTLAND LADIES’ ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS]. BAZAAR
FOR MISSION BUILDINGS … In St. Andrew’s Halls, Glasgow, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, 3rd,
4th and 5th December, 1891.
£ 125
Bifolium, 270 x 210mm, manuscript addition in ink on lower panel announcing a sale of work at Castlehill
church.
This fund raising document solicits support for the Church of Scotland Ladies Association in relation to a
series of bazaars to raise funds for “Lady Missionaries who, in the service of Christ, have gone out to India,
Africa and China, are the representatives of the Christian women in the Church at home and are doing their
work.”
The bulk of the document is a very detailed list of the attending stalls and their holders by parish. This includes
stalls from Glasgow, Dumbarton, Greenock, Hamilton, Irvine, Paisley & Lanark. We are also told that the
event is being mirrored in the West of Scotland and a bazaar had already been held in Edinburgh.

REVEALING

THE

CORONATION

IN FULL SWING

18. [CORONATION]. SPOONER’S PROTEAN VIEWS NO. 27. Westminster Abbey fitted up for
the Coronation of Queen Victoria, Changing to the Ceremony of Homage. London: W[illiam]
Spooner, 377 Strand, July 28th 1838.
£ 385

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print 285 × 230 mm (transforming when held to a
strong light), with lithographic label mounted beneath, as usual.
When held up to strong light the print transforms a view of the interior of Westminster Abbey decorated for
the forthcoming coronation to the coronation ceremony of the 28th June 1838 with a duke paying homage
and the participants and choir filling the stalls and balcony.

‘CORONATION

OF

V I C T O R I A I’

19. [CORONATION]. ORDER OF THE PROCESSION from the Palace to the Abbey …
[London], Printed at Isleworth, Orlando Hodgson, 111 Fleet Street. [1838].
£ 500
Broadside, 480mm x 330mm, with a programme on the coronation of Queen Victoria on 28 June 1838; with a
wood-engraving showing a full-length silhouette of Queen Victoria, with partially coloured crown hovering
ominously above her head, and with a wood-engraving border, partially coloured, showing a procession of the
various dignataries; with letterpress titles, and with letterpress text in three columns, including the order of
the procession from St James’s Palace to Westminster Abbey, and the order of the procession within the
Abbey; lightly dust-soiled and browned, once folded and now with some rubbing and obscuring of letters
along fold lines, minor chipping to extremities, but still a very desirable item.
A rare and fine large broadside depicting Queen Victoria’s coronation procession, from Buckingham Palace to
Westminster Abbey, with accompanying detailed explanatory text of the entire ceremony, from its beginning
at 9 o’clock in St James’ Park, to conclusion when ‘Her Majesty, and Princes and Princesses of he Blood Royal,
will return to the Royal Palace with the same state as in their proceeding to the Abbey’.
See BM 1858,0417.29 for similar broadside.

A

LADY’S ‘SKETCHES’ FROM HER TRAVELS

20. COSBY, Anne Beresford. ALBUM OF ORIGINAL ‘SKETCHES IN SCANDINAVIA &
GERMANY’ [cover title] made by Anne Beresford Cosby while travelling with her husband. [Various
places] [circa 1859-1862].
£ 2,750
Large Folio [43 x 34 cm] including 73 watercolours, drawings and sketches and portraits and an additional 47
lithographs and other prints; in contemporary half calf, the upper cover (detached) with red label lettered in
gilt ‘Sketches in Scandinavia & Germany by Anne Beresford Cosby’; preserved in a cloth box.
This well illustrated album was begun by Anne soon after her marriage to John Hamilton Wilder Cosby, a
Dublin barrister, in 1859.
The first section of the album contains the couples travels to Norway, presumably on their honeymoon.
Norway was something of an adventure for this and definitely not at all a well worn tourist trail. In truth to
the general public, Norway was considered almost ‘terra incognita’ with Murray only producing his first guide
for visitors in 1871.
Our intrepid pair would appear to have relied on Thomas Forrester’s 1853 expanded edition of Edward
Price’s Norway and Its Scenery of 1833 as a few of the illustrations from that work have been inserted in the
album at the appropriate places. However the majority of the illustrations are watercolours and drawings
from the hand of Anne.
It has been something of a trial to establish the honeymooners route, as spellings of the place names does not
quite admit to modern orthography. However the main route taken was from Trondhiem - Meelhuus
[Melhus] - Soknoes [Soknedal] - Bjekager [Berkåk] - Bolseth, Hals Fjord - Lonsoet [Lønset] - and
Veblungsnaeset [Veblungsnes]. Anne was clearly a good draughtwoman, no doubt an accomplishment attained
before her marriage. She was fond of the wild landscape, wilder than Ireland at any rate, also an eye for rural
architecture, churches, waterfalls, plants, sledges and peasant carts, and anything really that was unusual to her.
Their base was the present day Toftemo hotel, a coaching Inn built in 1820 according to current accounts.
Anne however states the site was in use from the twelfth century, and at the time she made her watercolour
the heirlooms in their rooms dated to the 1540’s. Probably the site was quite ancient and retained more of
previous centuries.
This is not the only journey to be recorded in the album, for another voyage was taken at a slightly later
period from Ireland to Weißenfels in Saxony. Here Anne also documents buildings, landscapes and interiors
but also starts to include lithographs and other prints to supplement her own work. Also another to
Copenhagen in Denmark, which may represent some family or business connections with her or her husband
Anne, who was the daughter of Edward Stopford, Archdeacon of Armagh, and later Bishop of Meath, the
couple appear not to have had any children by the times she died on the 11th September 1872. Her husband

was the son of Captain John Phillips Cosby, late of 15th Foot and of Ballyhamson, county Down. He was
educated at Trinity College, Dublin and admitted to Gray’s Inn London in 1849, when his wife died he
remarried, after a suitable, if short interval, in 1874 but lived only a few more years.
TEN WOMEN IN TEN CHAPTERS

21. CRIVELLI, Domenico. DIECI DONNE state cagnioni di dieci grandi avvenimenti descritti da
Domenico Crivelli, Veneziano. Milano, Co’ tipi di Giovanni Pirotta. 1828.
£ 300
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. [ii], 312; some light foxing in places due to paper stock; in later blue cloth, spine

lettered and tooled in gilt, spine lightly sunned, but still a very good copy.
First edition of this uncommon work by the Venetian writer and historian Domenico Crivelli (not to be
confused with the operatic tenor of the same name), in which he describes the influence of ten women on
historical events in classical antiquity.
In the ten chapters, Crivelli seeks to show how women influenced the foundation of the Roman republic, the
role of Cleopatra in the battle of Actium; and the revenge of Valentinian III’s widow against her husband’s
killer’s leading to a 15 day massacre in Rome. Crivelli was also the author of a number of other historical
works, including Storia dei Veneziani and Della prima e della seconda Giovanna regine di Napoli.
OCLC records one copy in North America, at Georgetown.

LADY’S GUIDE
22. D’ANCOURT, Abbé. THE LADY’S PRECEPTOR. Or, a letter to a young lady of distinction
upon politeness. Taken from the French of the Abbe D’Ancourt, and adapted to the religion,
customs, and manners of the English nation. By a Gentleman of Cambridge … London: printed for J.
Watts: and sold by B. Dod at the Bible and Key in Ave-Mary-Lane, 1743.
£ 450

FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. 8vo, pp. [viii], 69, [3] advertisements; some minor marking and foxing in

places, otherwise clean; in contemporary calf, spine tooled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, some
rubbing to joints and extremities, but still a very good copy.
First edition in English of this attractive little work full of guidance, more moral than practical, to the social
situations in which a lady of gentle birth might find herself: ‘Of Politeness in General’, ‘Of Behaviour at
Church’, ‘Of Flattery and Servility’, ‘Of being too Inquisitive’, ‘Of Whispering and Laughing in Company’, ‘Of
Houswifry and Frugality’, ‘Of the Choice and Entertainment of Books’ - these are just a few of the more than
fifty topics covered.
‘In conversing with Books, we may choose our company, and disengage without ceremony or exception; we
need not undergo the Penance of a dull story from a coxcomb of figure; but may shake off the haughty, the
impertinent and the vain at pleasure: Besides, authors, like you ladies, generally dress when they make a visit’
(p. 62).
Abbe d’Ancourt, whose first name does not seem to be known, is a mysterious character and may even be a
convenient fiction: no other work of his was translated into English, and no French edition (indeed, no work in
French of any kind) is listed in the British Library or OCLC. There is no particular French flavour to the work,
and it may be noted that the dedication to Princess Augusta is signed ‘The Author’.
OCLC records copies in North America at UCLA, Chicago, Harvard, Minnesota, Vassar College and NYPL.

RAISING

FUNDS FOR A

DUBLIN

REFUGE

23. DAVIS, Sarah HOLLY AND IVY: The Story of A Winter “Birds’ Nest” … Dublin: George
Herbert, 117 Gratin Street … 1871.
£ 285
THIRD EDITION. 12mo, pp. viii, 191, [1] advertisements; coloured additional title and six lithograph plates;

original green cloth decorated in black white and gilt, gilt edges, a very good copy.
Sarah Davis (1828-1889) wrote several works to
encourage her philanthropic work and more importantly
to raise funds towards the upkeep of the refuge named
Bird’s Nest in Dublin.
Sarah was born at Oswestry, of Welsh parents, but
actually spent the greater part of her life in Dublin,
where she took an active part in religious and
philanthropic work. Together with Miss Whitely, a
daughter of Archbishop Whitely and other well meaning
Dubliners she was closely involved with ‘Bird’s Nest’ and
it’s care for poor and neglected children.
The work is interesting for its depiction of the ignorant
Roman Catholic poor and the help given by the
Established Church of Ireland in alleviating their suffering.
Somehow can’t help feeling, that for all the good work
being provided by Sarah and her friends, the whole
enterprise was a means of indoctrination with the charity
more a necessary adjunct to the enterprise. Other later
works from her pen entertain a similar purpose, including
St. Patrick’s Armour, and Other Cities Also.
The illustrations, some clearly derived from photographs,
show some rather contrived tableau’s together with
‘before’ and ‘after’ effects of the women’s charity.
OCLC records three copies in North America, at Florida, and two in Toronto.

NURSES

OF THE

V. A . D.

24. DENNYS, Joyce and Hampden GORDON. OUR HOSPITAL Anzac British Canadian, Pictures
by Joyce Dennys, Verses by Hampden Gordon & M. C. Tindall … London: John Lane the Bodley
Head; New York: John Lane; Toronto: S.B. Gundy, [1916].
£ 200
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [56], including 26 leaves of coloured plates done in the style of posters; original
cloth backed printed boards, spine lettered in gilt, extremities a little rubbed and worn.
A most appealing First World War satirical ‘nursery rhyme book’, with numerous delightful caricatures by the
noted illustrator Joyce Dennys. Each letter of the alphabet represents some aspect of hospital life, both
irksome and pleasant, accompanied by a verse and a cartoon.
The whole work is really a skit on the work of the Voluntary Aid Detachment or V.A.D., an organisation
formed in 1909 by the Red Cross and the order of St. John of Jerusalem to provide nursing support, and
which by 1914 had some 2,500 members, two-thirds of whom were women and girls. Joyce Dennys produced
several recruitment posters for the V.A.D. so the work in some respects was probably produced with the
dual purpose of recruitment.
Before the war started Joyce Dennys was attending an art school in London and it was around 1915 that the
publishers, John Lane, The Bodley Head, commissioned her to draw the pictures for Our Hospital ABC She
was well placed for she was herself a nurse in the V.A.D stationed at Budleigh Salterton Auxiliary Hospital
from December 1914 until December 1915 before serving at Number Two Military Hospital in Exeter, from
January to October 1916.
OCLC: 18236927.

MISS DEVERISH

PRESENTS

…

25. [DORCHESTER LADIES]. PRESENTATION OF THE SILVER BUGLE TO THE 3RD DORSET
RIFLE VOLUNTEERS [From the Dorset County Chronicle and Somerset Gazette of January 17,
1861], [Dorchester] 1861.
£ 225
Folio broadside printed on silk, [33 x 23cm] with applied embroidered and silk fringe border.

The ‘3rd’ was formed in 1860 at Dorchester with Edward Leigh Kindersley as captain. There seems to have
been something of a vogue for these small, independent and probably unnecessary military groups, but any self
respecting landowner without one in their area was bound to feel a social want.
Having got together his Volunteers, the ladies of the district procured for the 3rd a splendid silver instrument
costing £25 in 1861. Clearly a necessary item for the officers to control the daily routines of camp. Miss
Deverish on presenting the silver bugle gave a speech stating that the ‘testimonial of our appreciation of the
gallant manner in which you have come forward at the call of your country. We trust the gift will convey the
expression of the deep interest which we, in common with all our countrywomen, feel at the success of this
patriotic movement.’
The event was high enough on the social calendar that the report produced for the local paper was reset to
form this splendid silk souvenir - maybe this and other silks were given to Miss Deverish and other ladies of
the committee - we don’t know if there was a committee, but having read a lot of Victorian fiction we think it
a certainty. Mr Pouncy, the Dorsetshire photographer, was on hand to take a photograph of the event - is that
extant? - before the men were marched off for a good afternoons drill. Although set in an earlier period we
wonder if Thomas Hardy, who was then living and working in Dorchester at this period, was influenced by the
event in some way for The Trumpet-Major of 1880.
Silver bugles seem to have been something of a fashionable accessory at this period, with Miss Burdett Coutts
encouraging the production of such showpieces with her presentation of a similar musical appendage to the
Highgate Rifle Corps in 1860.

WITH HANDCOLOURED VIGNETTES OF ANTHROPOMORPHIC BIRDS

26. [DORSET, Catherine Ann Turner]. THE PEACOCK “AT HOME” by a Lady. Twenty-third
edition. The Butterfly’s Ball; an original poem. By Mr. Roscoe. And the Fancy Fair; or Grand Gala at
the Zoological Gardens. London: Grant and Griffith, successors to J. Harris, corner of St. Paul’s
Church-yard. [n.d., c. 1850].
£ 350
8vo, pp. 42, [6] advertisements; with hand-coloured frontispiece and 11 hand-coloured vignettes throughout;
apart from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout; stitched as issued in the original yellow printed
publisher’s wraps, a little dust-soiled, but still a very good copy.
Appealing compilation of these enormously popular poems for children, by Catherine Ann Dorset and William
Roscoe, with attractive hand-coloured vignettes of anthropomorphic birds throughout.
‘Dorset published some unattributed poems in her sister’s book called Conversations Introducing Poetry in
1804. Dorset’s sister was more well known until 1809 when Dorset published a story that both entertained
and educated and it was titled “The Peacock ‘At Home’: A sequel to the Butterfly’s Ball”. Her sister had died
the year before and this new work was unattributed until 1809 when a new edition identified Dorset. The
book was illustrated by the Irish painter William Mulready and was seen as a sequel to the The Butterfly’s Ball,
and the Grasshopper’s Feast (1806) by William Roscoe. The Peacock had been meant as a sequel to William
Roscoe’s book but some felt that it was better than the
original and it sold 40,000 copies as part of John Harris’s
Cabinet series’ (Wikipedia).

The Fancy Fair, or Grand Gala at the Zoological Gardens
is also ascribed to Dorset, and like its more popular
predecessor combines a certain amount of natural
history instruction with a levity of narrative, a
combination which made Mrs Dorset’s writing popular
with both parents and children alike. The Fair in question
had been held on July 4th and 5th 1832, at the Royal
Surrey Zoological Gardens.
Osborne Collection p. 61; Cf. Gumuchian, 2241-2253
and Cf. Moon, M. Harris (1992), 218; OCLC records
copies of this issue in North America, at UCLA, Smith
College, Connecticut College, Indiana, Princeton, Ohio
Historical Connection and the University of Southern
Mississippi.

‘UNITING

ENTERTAINMENT WITH SOUND PRINCIPLES’

27. ELTON, Prothesia S. REAL HAPPINESS; or, The Philanthropist. London: Simpkin, Marshall &
Co., 1856.
£ 185

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 296; with engraved frontispiece and
title; bound in contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spine
ruled and lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed, but still a very good copy.
First edition of this entertaining tale by Prothesia Elton, published
as part of The Run and Read Library, ‘the best cheap series of
popular tales … consisting of works uniting entertainment and
sound principles’ (quoted from contemporary advertisement).
We have been unable to find much further information on the
author, the rather extravagantly named Prothesia Elton (18001867). She published one earlier work entitled Piedmontese envoy;
or, The men, manners, and religion of the commonwealth in 1844,
under her maiden name Prothesia Goss, and two later works
Memoir of Samuel Nicholson (1858) and Who is my neighbour?:
or, The happiness of well doing (1860). Also in the previously
mentioned advertisement given an ‘Opinions of the Press’ that
supports the The Run and Read Library series: ‘to warn young
people about BAD tales, and provide them with GOOD ones, is a
real benevolence.’
OCLC records copies at the BL, NLS, and Oxford only.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

RECORD OF A LADY’S LIFE, AND WORK FOR THE

V. A . D.

DURING

WW1

28. EVANS, Mary Macintyre. ALBUM OF PHOTOGRAPHS, CERTIFICATES, NEWSPAPER
CLIPPING AND OTHER EPHEMERA documenting the life of Mary Macintyre Evans. [London and
elsewhere]. [c. 1890-1931].
£ 850
Album [38 x 27cm], including upwards of 150 tipped in photographs, several certificates, cuttings and
ephemera; in original red cloth, spine frayed at joints and with some surface wear.
Mary was the middle child of three daughters of Ruth and Dr Peter Macintyre Evans (1859-1944), clerk and
solicitor to The Clothworkers Company for the City of London. Clearly financially comfortably well off, her
family lived in Paddington and latterly in the more refined Sussex Gardens by Hyde Park.

Born in 1897 Mary very probably had a fairly a conventional upbringing, photographs in the album show her
and family members riding horses, in groups taken on holidays, in gardens, or more formal poses at the local
Photographers Studio. She was educated at Francis Holland, Church of England School in Upper Baker Street
where Mary’s marks were overall Good, Very fair. Improving, or Weak! - perhaps not the most gifted child
but more generally ‘slow’ yet methodical. In 1910 she thought well enough to include a cutting acknowledging
a prize for knitting. Days of illness recorded in the reports may have been a factor in her results but this was
to change when she attended Birklands School at St Albans, this is where her war work really started.
According to copies of the school magazine [now held at the Imperial War Museum] the editor ‘Mabel
Thatcher, commented “that ever since the War began, Birklands has in various ways tried to do its share of
war work.” She describes production of knitted garments, shirts and many hundreds of sandbags for the
troops “fruit of many hours work, which otherwise would have been devoted to sport or more dainty
needlework.” She commented that the best work of this sort and, by the greatest quantity, was done during
the first year of the War.’ [http://www.stalbanshistory.org].
The album illustrates this period well, included are her certificates for the St John Ambulance in 1914 and
several photographs of Mary with her Girl Guides before becoming a member of the Voluntary Aid
Detachment which she joined in September, 1916, significant as this was the period when the Battles of the
Somme was at its height. Included also are her armband, a photograph of other nurses; her certificate of
thanks from the Red Cross and other ephemera of the period.
After the war Mary appears to have become something of a swimming enthusiast, entering several
competitions and appearing in local newspaper reports. She also appears as a bridesmaid in too many
photographs for comfort: one wonders if she was not of the marrying type, or just that there was - as for so
many of her age group - a real shortage of eligible men.

A

SPLENDID FAMILY PRODUCTION

29. FAITHFULL FLEET, Esther [book designer]. TE DEUM LAUDAMUS. Chromolithographed by
M. & N. Hanart. [London], Victoria Press, Printed by Emily Faithfull, Princes St. Hanover Square,
[1868].
£ 850

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. Large 8vo, title printed in red, typeset dedication leaf, 29
chromolithograph plates, and with nine pages descriptive text; original publisher’s blue cloth, front cover
decorated and lettered in gilt, bevelled edges, all edges gilt, extremities a little worn and upper joint of lower
board split (but holding firm); a very good copy, inscribed at head of title ‘Mary Bale Thomas from the author,
Oct. 30. 1868’.
Stunningly illustrated by the sister of the publisher, and masterly printed by Hanart, this is Victorian book
production at its peak and the people involved were at the centre of the social and gender struggles of British
society.
‘Probably the two most splendid works published by Emily Faithfull at the Victoria Press are the two volumes

Te Deum laudamus (1868) and 38 texts (1872), illuminated by Esther Faithfull Fleet and chromolithographed
by M. & N. Hanhart. As physical objects, they are superior to any book issued with the imprint of the press,
and they compare favourably with similar books by Owen Jones and Noel Humphreys, but they are so
uncharacteristic that it is difficult to be certain how much of their production was actually done on the
premises. As publications of Emily Faithfull—and 38 texts is a very personal volume commemorating her
father’s death in August 1871 and his habit of sending Biblical texts as New Year’s greetings—these two books
must be regarded as the apogee of her publishing endeavours; as illustrations either of the compositorial
talents of her women printers or of the normal production work of the Victoria Press they can only be
classed as beautiful but eccentric exceptions.’ (Fredeman).
See William E. Fredeman Emily Faithful and the Victoria Press, The Library Fifth Series, Vol. XXIX, No. 2 June
1974, p. 139 ff.

30. [FAN LEAF]. [BUCK Adam artist & FRY, William Thomas, engraver]. [THE FOUNTAIN OF
LOVE]. [Published and sold by Edwd. Orme Bond St Corner of Brook St, London July, 30, 1815].£
£ 850
Stipple engraved fan leaf printed in colours, 52cm x 23cm, with only minor wear, and in remarkable fresh,
original condition.
Scarce fan leaf, the stipple engraved design originally issued as a decorative print but here slightly altered and
pressed into a new use.
The finely produced stipple engraving was by William Thomas Fry (1789–1843), taken after a design by the
famous Irish miniature and portrait painter Adam Buck (1759–1833). Although the engravings original purpose
was a decorative print, it was presumably ‘sold on’ to become a fan at a slightly later date. The imprint has
been removed or hidden under some additional green foliage at the edges although some traces are still
visible.
The subject includes a young woman filling a dish from a fountain whilst Cupid is shown hiding underneath
with his bow. To complete the picture a pair of love birds are show fraternising behind her.

‘Buck influenced Regency taste through his work, which was engraved and widely published. He did fashion
plates, produced decorative engravings, and did illustrations (1801) for Sterne’s Sentimental Journey. The
decorative pieces were fanciful genre pictures of mothers and children, personifications of Faith, Hope, and
Charity, and classical subjects such as Cupid and Psyche. Sentimental figurative pieces were used to decorate
furniture and were adapted as designs for the decoration of china, embroidery, and fans. Buck was greatly
influenced by the Greek Revival and he included Greek vases and sculpture, as well as Greek-inspired
furniture, in his portraits. His sitters wear high-waisted muslin dresses and have curly hair-styles à la grecque.
He was a collector of Greek vases and was familiar with private collections which he used as devices in his
work, as in his Self-Portrait with his Family (Yale U. CAB).’[ODNB]
We can find no record of who produced the fan, although to the left hand edge of the pedestal are engraved
the letters ‘N.D. 46.’, which may have been some form of stock reference.
Not in the Schreiber Collection of Fans and Fan-Leaves.

THE

DAY-TO-DAY LIVES OF THE

MISSES FIELDER

31. [FIELDER, Rose]. MANUSCRIPT DIARY OF A LADY OF LEISURE IN MID-VICTORIAN
BRITAIN. 1st January 1874-29 August, 1876.
£ 575
8vo. 230 pp. approximately, in a neat hand; original brown morocco, upper board missing, but brass lock-piece
still in place - probably wrenched off to reveal contents by some inquisitive decedent.
The diary records the day to day lives of the Misses Fielders’ living together at 20 Carlton Villas, Maida Vale in
London.
The diarist was Rose Fielder (52) who with her sister Sophia ‘S.F.’(53) lived together with the two eldest
daughters of their late brother Henry Fielder (1809-1872), Laura ‘L.F.’ (40) and Emily (37) at a fashionable
address in this affluent residential district. Henry, who was a widower by the time of his death two years
before, left around £120,000 to his family, chiefly it seems from a patent for using iron in building
construction. This fortune left his family comfortably provided for, and well able to do pretty much as they
pleased within the social conventions of the time.

The Diary opens on January 1st 1874 and tabulates a continuous round of visiting of friends ‘At Home’s,
shopping, holidays, dutiful church going and one mild eccentricity, a devotion to keeping chickens. January 28th
‘L.F. & I arranged the Fowls dressing room… .’ 19th January ‘… Laura still very poorly, made up our accts. for
year £640 & 300 divided for house and £70 each for wardrobe.’ In truth, throughout the diary Rose’s niece
Laura seems to be the semi-invalid of the family and later that year on the 14th September she is described by
her aunt as ‘too poorly to enjoy the lovely day & quite hysterical when she got home and very disponing.’ By
the following year Laura was hearing things in her head.
22nd January ‘I went to Mr Phillips made an appointment for Monday … 26th Mr Phillips came about my tooth
… 27th Mr Phillips brgt. his little acct. is to come to stop teeth, too many…’ ‘28th L.F. & I arranged the Fowls
dressing room went to the wire maker about fence… Mr Phillips to stop teeth…’ on the 18th February ‘Got
ready for a drive with Connie but too cold to go walking to Miss Whitehart’s, met Baron Rothchild’s funeral
cortège. Now bought polonaise for Laura…’ 19th, Went (all) to call on Emma & to see Dore’s Christ Leaving
the Praetorium… .’
The diary continues in this interesting, uneventful way but is full of insights of daily life in 1870’s Britain. On
the 2nd October 1874, the day after her birthday ‘at abt. 5 A.M. dreadfully alarmed and all up to try to
discover from what cause a most Alarming shock like an Earthquake, heard it rumoured that a barge of
gunpowder had exploded at Regent’s Canal. In the evening Lizzie & George came down with the information
of the news of the most awful accidents hundreds of houses almost destroyed and the North bridge and
Lodge blown up the Barge and men destroyed and two other barges sunk Mr. H. Mott one of the sufferers,
his house being dreadfully injured, the family fortunately at Hastings…’ The explosion was about half a mile
away so it must have been a fright, they went over to Mr Mott’s to look at the damage and gave 2 guineas to
the Relief Fund, ‘… the poor old Colonel & Topsy still look miserable, I had thought of sending them both
away on Friday to be killed’ Clearly the hen house was showing some distress too.
Ryde, St Leonards and Hastings were the favoured seaside resorts during August and September of each year,
and it was here that the Fielders’ always let a house for the summer. In 1875 after much dithering on the 6th
August ‘Started by the 10.30 train for Hastings with Frank to look for a house, saw two possible but no others
likely, finally engaged 62 Earlsfield Place, the owner was not a gentlemanly man.’ on 7th ‘found the beds
comfortable though. Some with more inhabitants than welcome, decided to occupy the lower rooms though
smaller than go to the third floor, a sad lack of pantry necessaries.’ A week later they decided to move out to
another let.
Rose comes across as a likeable character, resourceful and confident with everything taken in her stride. The
only person of note they seem to have had a slight acquaintance with was Panizzi of British Museum fame.
Babies were born ‘Emily Hooper’s christening present £4-15-0 a great deal of money’ - marriages ‘heard Miss
Mawe had married a young man of 25 she 51 or 52’ - money ‘Balance at Banker’s was £100 better than we
thought’ - difficulties ‘The woman came in the afternoon at 6.45 cheated us out of 4d for her fare - made no
objection to any of the work, & [a] new begging letter from E. Wateman.’ Very much life going on, full of
everyday happenings and insights, oddly both familiar and completely strange.

FASCINATING

ACCOUNTS OF A LADY’S TRAVELS

32. FLETCHER, Anne. MANUSCRIPT ACCOUNTS OF TWO GRAND TOURS, taken by Anne
Fletcher and her husband, Jacob Fletcher Fletcher of Peel Hall. [Various places] [1844-1855]. £ 1,250
MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 4to, c. 70 pages written in a neat legible hand on ruled paper, about the same left blank;
occasional light spotting; contemporary plum morocco with floriated borders tooled in blind to upper and
lower boards (rubbed).
The Manuscript was begun on the day of Anne’s marriage to Jacob Fletcher Fletcher of Peel Hall on
Wednesday 1st May 1844.
The couple travelled first to London by train and stage coach where they took in all the sights the city could
offer. ‘Saturday went to Covent Garden Market from there to the Adelaide Gallery, where Fletcher had his
likeness taken by photographic machine…’ This was clearly Antoine Claudet’s daguerreotype studio by St.
Martin’s in the Field. Other attractions they packed into their busy schedule included the British Museum,
‘Surrey Zoological Gardens’ saw ‘Mr & Mrs Keely’ at the Lyceum and Anna Thillon singing in Auber’s Les
Diamans de la Couronne at the Princess Theatre.

The couple then travelled to Dover to begin the first leg of their continental tour through taking the boat to
Ostend on Friday 31st May. Soon they had arrived at Antwerp with another round of sightseeing ‘saw a most
splendid collection of paintings, the best seemed by Rubens.’ In truth Anne was want to go to every church
and comment on the paintings, the carving, the architecture, although always with an eye for anything
suspiciously Popish ‘close to the village is the field where Tindal was strangled on the stake and burnt in
1536…’ ‘Sunday being the first after Trinity, the Romanists make very gay processions, along the streets
where it passes were garlands of flowers, coloured calico &c. the people were very gaily dressed, the day very
hot, and the ensemble more like a gay festival than a Sabbath… .’ The couple took a walk over the ‘Field of
Waterloo’ then to Brussels, Liege, Cologne before taking more time in Frankfurt. Considering the routes the
Fletcher’s traverse on their honeymoon we feel quite sure they had with them a couple of Murray’s guides. By
1844 the guides had already become de-facto necessities for engaging with ‘other Europeans’.
At Frankfurt ‘… all the ladies and gentleman promenading in the gambling rooms, that being the fashionable
time, one evening we went to the Opera, and another to the Maisson Danseuse, which is held in one of the
most splendid rooms on the continent, the walls are all of white marble, with a great deal of gold ornamental
work, the damask curtains are superb, the lining of the white silk lamps more beautiful than anything I had
ever seen before, the Waltz and the Polka seem the two principle dances in Germany… . Anne is clearly
attracted to beautiful sights and sounds and very often sometimes overwhelmed by the shear novelty of
everything around her. The somewhat breathless journal has them visiting Heidelberg, Lucerne, Piedmont,
Geneva, Dijon, then Versailles, shopping in Paris, yet more opera and small excursions and museums.
You would think that was enough for one honeymoon, but not a bit of it for the couple then took a train to
Orleans on the next leg of the journey into Italy. On down through Milan and all places south they go before
arriving at Rome on November 17th 1844. The next day they ‘went to St Peter’s, saw the Pope and had his
blessing, then drove round the Colisseum &c. home’. Of course after Rome they went on to Naples and this
appears to be the most southerly part of their excursion. The couple wintered in Italy only to wend their way
back to Rome when they finally took their leave on the 31st of March 1845. Generally they retraced their
steps reaching Paris on the 10th July 1845. Anne was less inclined to be so fulsome as when the honeymoon
began, perhaps slightly homesick, novelty wearing off and also pregnant (she gave birth to a girl in September
1845). Anne and her husband were probably looking forward to some English domesticity after all this
gallivanting.

This, however, was not the end of the couple’s travels abroad, for after a few blank pages Anne begins
another journal when they set off again during August 1854. This trip is not so well written up by Anne but
the couples intention was to travel again through France, Switzerland parts of Germany but now also on to
Venice and Vienna. Their was something of a hiatus in this journey as Jacob’s ‘younger brother’ was killed
falling from a horse, so was forced to break off his travels and return home for three weeks to organize family
affairs, leaving Anne at Paris.
The family tree is slightly complicated as can be deduced from Jacob’s rather odd name. Jacob Fletcher
Fletcher (1823-1857) had inherited Peel Hall but the bulk of the Fletcher estates and money passed tothe
younger Ellis Fletcher Jnr. (1833-1854). It transpires that Jacob’s name was originally Jacob Fletcher Robson
and the name change was made in order to inherit the Peel Hall property from in the maternal line of the
Fletcher family. When Ellis, who was the last of Fletcher blood line, died Anne and Jacob came into his
considerable wealth, chiefly derived from mines in the Lancaster area. The men folk of the family were not
long lived in any case, we have also not been able to verify the birth and death of Anne although she had to be
older, by at least six years, than her husband for her father, John Fisher Esq., of Rivington, had died in 1817.

THE

SPECTACULAR FUNERAL OF

QUEEN VICTORIA

33. [FUNERAL OF QUEEN VICTORIA]. CEREMONIALS
OBSERVED AT THE FUNERAL of Her late Most Sacred
Majesty Queen Victoria, of blessed memory. Harrison and
Sons, Printers in Ordinary to Her late Majesty. [1901].£
£ 850
Folio (385 x 250 mm), pp. 30, with double-page lithographic chart,
each page with thick black borderline, printed on pale blue laid
paper; original full purple roan, with large royal coat-of-arms
stamped to centre of upper cover in gold, silver, red, blue and
cream, edges stained purple, generally in excellent original
condition.
Scarce and grandly produced work, fit for the occasion, detailing
the ceremonials of Queen Victoria’s funeral procession in 1901,
massively extended due to her death at Osborne house, her
residence in the Isle of Wight. The map showing the track of the
procession and the position of the fleet at Spithead as it crossed
the water is particularly noteworthy, and must have been quite a
spectacular sight for those that witnessed it on the day.
OCLC records three copies in North America, at Havard, Yale and British Columbia.

MAGNETIC

GAME TO HELP TEACH CHILDREN

34. [GAME]. LES DÉPARTEMENTS DE LA FRANCE. Jeu Magnétique. Paris, H. Jannin for Saussine,
[n.d., c. 1860].
£ 1,250
The window with a hand coloured lithograph depicting the four couples in traditional dress from four distinct
French regions, one panel signed ‘Caudert’ and another B.C. and ‘L.S.’ the latter doubtless Saussine who also
initials the lithograph rules on the underside of the lid; together with five coloured disks, (as described below);
housed in the original box [24 x 30x 5.5 cm], the lid with a hand coloured lithograph signed ‘B. Coudert’
showing ‘Liberty’ below a title banner, here she is seated and surrounded by emblems of industry and
commerce dispensing copies of the boxed game to children in national costumes, whilst other figures gladly
take copies away with them (lid somewhat worn); printed retailers label on underside of box for ‘Baudry,
Blére. Indre et Loire. Mercier Papeterie, Art, de Paris, Reliure.’
The principle of this neat, yet simple magnetic game is to help children to remember and pair up the French
Départments to their chief town.

The toy is provided with five separately coloured disks each divided into 18 sections, these each containing
the name of one of the Departments. The disks each have a magnetic strip that moves a pointer mounted on
an axis below a glass window mounted in the box. The window contains a hand coloured lithograph with the
chief towns of each Department in concentric circles; the circles devised so that each matches the names on
the coloured disk when place in the correct position. By lining up the chosen Départment to the ‘nord’ or top
edge of the box the pointer turns as a result of the magnet to reveal the correct answer - here the pointer is
a young woman in traditional dress who swings with alarming speed under a circular image of a steam train
and carriages.
There were 89 departments at the time this toy was produced but to even up the questions and answers thus divisible by the five discs - the makers have given two questions that each with the answer ‘Paris.’
The game continued to be produced by Saussine into the 1880’s, although this copy, with a rather old
fashioned train and carriages in the centre, the inclusion of the name ‘Napoléon-Verdée’ rather than simply
‘Verdée’ and the of hand colouring, all confirms an earlier manufacture.

VICTORIAN

VALUES REVERSED

35. [GAME]. WILLY’S WALK TO SEE GRANDMAMMA. London: A. N. Myers & Co., 15, Berners
Street, Oxford Street. [1869].
£ 1,250
Coloured lithograph folding game, [510 × 590 mm.] with a spiral track, coloured forfeit and rewards, rules
tabulated on the left and right hand side; eight lettered porcelain counters; together with a contemporary
turned and cut bone teetotum, numbers painted in black and red; original green cloth box; the upper cover
with four corner roundels showing scenes from the game, the centre with an oval cartouche with the name of
the game.
An attractive yet simple game that has forfeits and rewards not expected of the mid-nineteenth century.
The directions include ‘23. Gives a poor child an apple and misses 1 turn’, ‘32. Begs a ride in Baker’s cart to
40’ ‘53. meets Uncle while they talk he misses 1 turn.’, ‘59. Gives a boy a penny for a ride on his Donkey to
69.’ Thus charity and chatting to relatives is negative; and begging a lift or paying to get ahead is positive. These
are really not the attributes that we are led to understand was the basis for Victorian values!

THE

RUNNING OF A

WW1 A U X I L I A R Y M I L I T A R Y H O S P I T A L

36. [GARNETT BOTFIELD, Helen Stella Alexandria]. ARCHIVE RELATING TO THE RUNNING
& DEVELOPMENT OF ASTON HALL AUXILIARY MILITARY HOSPITAL., including many
photographs, original art work, testimonials by convalescing soldiers and various tipped in ephemera.
Aston-on-Clum, Shropshire, [1918].
£ 950
4to, c. 60ff with one leaf detached and occasional blanks; in the original padded black morocco album, spine
defective and lacking most of covering, gilt upper cover titling “Album”.
A substantial collection of manuscript, printed and photographic ephemera relating to the Aston Hall Auxiliary
Hospital, Shropshire under the stewardship of Alexandria Garnett-Botfield.
Aston Hall was a “class A” military hospital of 33 beds, attached to the 3rd Northern Military Hospital at
Sheffield and treating less serious cases. The costs associated with the upkeep of the hospitals was borne
largely by voluntary contributions collected weekly in both villages, many members of the communities
contributed a fixed weekly sum. The local doctor, Dr. S. B. Gay of Shardlow attended to the medical
requirements of the soldiers, assisted by the village nurse and local members of the Red Cross Society.
Professional nurses were also in attendance and these ladies were, mainly, members of the Voluntary Aid
Detachment.
The first convalescent hospital for wounded soldiers and Belgian refugees was made available in Aston Lodge
in January 1915 through the kindness of its occupant Mr. Reginald Boden J.P. Shortly afterwards, by means of a
generous gesture by Col. William Dickson Winterbottom and his wife, an Auxiliary Hospital was opened in
the west wing of Aston Hall. The first matron was Annie Buxton, by 1918 the stewardship had passed to
Garnett Botfield who ran the hospital into 1919.
The hospital was returned to civilian use after the war and sold to Derbyshire County Council in 1930, who
operated the premises as a psychiatric hospital until 1974. Alexandria Garnett-Botfield married Frederick
Fielden Corbett in early 1919 and lived until 1962, having one daughter.
The album contains various items including photographs of soldiers in convalescent uniform and nursing staff
dated April 1918 (2); manuscript score card for a whist game May 28th 1918 listing players names tipped in; a
leaf of a pencil illustration of Aston Hall by Pte. W. Baines; a short verse written by Tropper Foreshaw,
Lancashire Hussars; two small photographs from Pte. Patrick, 1st KOSB of military men playing bowls; a
printed whist scorecard completed in ms dated 27/12/18; official typed communiqué to the commandant
dated 28/9/18 informing that Lieut Colonel Rundle had handed command of Berrington war hospital to Lieut.
Colonel Whitestone; two photos of military men, a nurse and young boy from Pte. J. Scott 01/07/18; a typed

letter to the commandant enclosing a priority certificate for installation of a Cistern & Cylinder at the hospital
dated 30/9/18; a pencil poem by Pte. C. Hammett 5th Cheshire with marginal drawings and decorations dated
30th May 1918; a best wishes note from Pte R. Hughes 2/9 Kings Shoot Regt; four further pages of photos of
wounded soldiers and nursing staff; telegram July 1918 announcing a visit by officers; a charming hand-drawn
illustration of a solider cuddling a nurse to Miss Garnett Botfield ‘There’s many a girl deserves a medal who
only gets a clasp’; whist score-card undated; two O.H.M.S. Wounded Man’s Kit luggage labels completed in
ms; 4pp of ms memories of staff at the hospital including the commandant, sister, Kirkham and others; several
pages of best wishes with cap badge rubbings; best wishes to the commandant and occ. to Miss Garnett
Botfield herself with ink illustrations of young children in a Mabel Lucie Atwell style; full picture of the nursing
staff and doctors; four views of Aston hall; photo from one of the wards; photo of Miss Garnett Botfield with
a charming poem of thanks for help with recuperation from private W. Baines who had come from the front
of Siossons and Rheims; photograph of military ambulance; congratulations from Lieut Col. Rundle on Miss
Garnett Botfield on raising money for a surgery for the hospital 23 August 1918; a handbill for a fete in aid of
the hospital; a clipped letterhead of the hospital; two postcards of nearby Stokesby Hall; telegram to
commandant announcing the German acceptance of the armistice; various further best wishes, some with
accompanying identified photos.

ENCOURAGING

THE BOYCOTT OF SUGAR AS A PROTEST AGAINST THE SLAVE TRADE

37. [GILLRAY, James]. ANTI-SACCHARITES, -or- John Bull and his family leaving off the use of
sugar. To the Masters & Mistresses of Families in Great Britain, this Noble Example of Œconomy, is
respectfully submitted. [London] Pubd. March 27th Oct 1792 by H[annah] Humphrey, No. 18 Old
Bond James’s Street. [1792].
£ 2,500
HAND-COLOURED ETCHING, 340 mm x 420 mm; with evidence of once having been tipped on to mount,
otherwise in fine original state.
A fine etching by the caricaturist James Gillray (1756-1815), published in 1792, when the anti-slavery
movement was encouraging the boycott of sugar produced using slave labour.

The parsimonious George III is shown enthusiastically joining in with the boycott, with his wife raving about
tea without sugar, while their daughters look on, rather disgusted. Of course Gillray is primarily taking
another shot at the infamous frugality of the King and Queen (“above all, remember how much expence it will
save your poor Papa!”).
The etching, published by Hannah Humphrey (active 1778-1822), details ‘The King, Queen, and six Princesses,
three quarter length, seated round a frugal tea-table. The King, in profile to the right, faces his daughters,
holding his cup and saucer to his lips, and saying, with a staring eye, “delicious! delicious”. The Queen sits in
the centre behind the small tea-pot, holding her cup and saucer in bony fingers, and looking with a wide and
cunning smile towards the Princesses, saying, “O my dear Creatures, do but Taste it! You can’t think how nice
it is without Sugar: - and then consider how much Work you’ll save the poor Blackeemoors by leaving off the
use of it! - and above all, remember how much expence it will save your poor Papa! - O its charming cooling
Drink!” The Princess Royal sits at the end of the row, on the extreme right, with four sisters diminishing in
age on her right, a sixth just indicated behind the Queen. They hold, but do not drink, cups of tea, with
expressions varying from sulky discontent to defiant surprise. Below the title is etched.’
(http://www.britishmuseum.org).
BM 8074.

A

WARNING TO GIRLS, FROM A TRAVELLING QUACK

38. [GIRLS]. WARNING. To Mothers! Are you old fashioned or do you tell your daughters the
truth? … HOW GIRLS ARE RUINED! For Adults Only. H.W. Short, Printer, Bungay. [1917]. £ 250
PRINTED BROADSIDE, [50 x 38cm.], some damage to edges and tears along old folds, but a remarkable survival

nonetheless.
A rare survival, warning ‘girls’ and young women of
the prevalence of venereal disease during latter
part of the First World War, but actually the
product of an unqualified medical practitioner.
The poster records one of the last attempts by
travelling salesmen, some of whom were also out
and out quacks, to promote ‘cures’ for infection,
under the guise of a lecture before the Venereal
Disease Act, 1917 took effect.
When the 1917 Act became enforceable on the
1st November this form of promotion came to a
sudden end. The first clause of the Act makes it
quite clear about who it was aimed at: ‘A person
shall not by any advertisement or any public notice
or announcement treat or offer to treat any
person for venereal disease, or prescribe or offer
to prescribe any remedy therefor, or offer to give
or give any advice in connection with the
treatment thereof.’ The Act also included the
provision against handbills, posters, pills and
potions of any and every sort forced any such
practitioners out of business.
This particular copy was printed for Upminster to
the east of London, presumably it has survived
when the lecturer travelled north to Kinsley in
West Yorkshire where our example was probably
used as the template for this later lecture.

MAIN

SUPPLIER’S TO THE WELL-TO-DO

39. [HAIRDRESSING AND WIGS]. UNWIN & ALBERT. LADIES’ ARTISTIC AND
ORNAMENTAL HAIRWORKERS, Wig-makers, and Court Hairdressers. London: [1906].
£ 350
4to. pp. 48; numerous half-tone illustrations; original decorated gold printed brown wrappers; together with a
small format catalogue of soaps and accessories to beauty.
A well illustrated catalogue of the ‘Ornamental Hairworkers’ of Unwin & Albert, one of the main suppliers of
‘additional hair’ for the well-to-do.
In truth Britain was the biggest importer of real hair from France at this time, a supply from which Unwin &
Albert constructed all sorts of wig in a variety of styles. What they called their ‘Simplex Transformation’ gave
them a lead on other wigmakers of the period ‘We are now making these “Transformations” on an entirely
new principle, thereby reaching the heights of perfection, the hair being worked on an invisible foundation less
than one inch in width, and can be arranged in any style with or without a parting. We use only the finest
natural wavy and curly hair.’ Unwin & Albert also claim to have been supplying curls and quiffs since the
Regency times although it seems more correct that they developed their trade during the 1850’s.
Two-and-a-Half Guineas provided a Semi-Transformation and Five Guineas the full ‘Simplex Transformation’
for all available style. Such encouragements include ‘absolutely undetectable’ ‘unequalled for their coolness,
lightness, durability, and fit’ and ‘not affected by damp or sea air.’ These wigs were meant both to give greater
masses of hair and to patch up follically challenged heads.
Baroness Staffe’s entertaining The Lady’s Dressing Room of 1893 gives a less enthusiastic description of the
artifice constructed by the likes of Unwins & Albert: ‘False hair should be often renewed. If it is cut off the
head of a living person it keeps its vitality for about two years, or a little longer. After that it becomes unequal,
stiff, and rough, and can no longer be used. Hair taken from the dead is never used by hairdressers who value
their reputation. It cannot be frizzed or curled without great difficulty.’
Not in OCLC.

‘FRENCH

LADY’ REVEALED

40. [HAMERTON, Eugénie, neé GINDRIEZ]. COOKERY FOR ENGLISH HOUSEHOLDS. By a
French Lady. London and Cambridge: Macmillan and Co., 1864.
£ 450

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 306, [2] advertisements; with two
engraved plates; in the original red publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in
gilt, splitting to upper joint but still holding firm, cloth lightly dustsoiled, but still a good copy.
Rare cookbook by ‘a French lady’ set out over twenty-three
chapters beginning with ‘Cooking apparatus, Pans etc.’ followed by
ingredients, soups, sauces, accessories and eggs before working
steadily towards fish, meat, poultry, pastry and sweets, before
topping the work off with advice on preserves and keeping
vegetables, with a small addenda on the preparation of such
necessities as ‘noudles’, pigs head and sausages.
Our ‘French Lady’ was the wife of the artist and essayist Philip
Gilbert Hamerton (1834-1894), but for some unaccountable reason
she has not been identified as the author in reference works and
libraries.
In 1855 Philip Hamerton went to study painting in Paris, and it was
there that he met and married his lively and intelligent wife Eugénie
Gindriez (c.1839- 1901?), the daughter of a former republican
prefect. They first lived on the isolated small island of Innistrynich on
Loch Awe, Argyll, but financial difficulties (including the financial
responsibility for both sides of the family) led them to move in 1861
to France, where they lived first in the Burgundy region at Sens,
then near Autun.
It was during this period that Eugénie very probably wrote her cookery book, as she admits in her preface
that ‘[h]aving lived many years in centre of the richest Burgundy, I am better qualified to speak about Burgandy
than Bordeaux.’
Eugénie states that having read ‘several books on French Cookery, it struck me that none were appropriate to
the class which most wanted them - I mean the class rich enough to have good dinners, and still which cannot
afford to keep a chef. Even Monsieurs Soyer’s famous works are not fit for the class I speak of: the cheap
book is very well for working people, and his “Gastronomic Regenerator” may be useful to profession cooks,
but it is altogether impractical in a modest household.’
OCLC records four copies, all in the UK, at the BL, Cambridge, Oxford and the NLS.

‘MOCK MOCK TURTLE SOUP’

AND

‘SALLY LUNN’S TEA

CAKES’

41. HEDGES, Maria. EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT COOKERY BOOK. [n.p.,
but Chelmsford, Essex?]. Jan 24th 1830.
£ 400
4to, 40 pages of recipes in a neat legible hand, each with a named source; light dust-soiling in places, otherwise
clean throughout; with the loose original blue wraps, titled in ink on upper cover ‘Maria Hedges. Jan 24th
1830. M.H.’
An interesting if short collection of 46 numbered recipes, including a good selection of cakes (Banbury, Ratifia,
Yorkshire, Twelfth and Queen) and puddings (Maccaroni, Dutch and Amber). Also found are more simple
instructions for preparing French Beans, Gherkins, Red Cabbage, onions and Cauliflowers and Broccoli.
Two recipes of note are No. 1 ‘Mock Mock Turtle’, attributed to Elizabeth Lister “late cook to Dr.
Kitchener”, we presume William Kitchiner (1778–1827), writer on music, gastronomy and optics; and No. 26
‘Sally Lunn - Tea cakes’ which would seem to indicate Maria Hedges had perhaps visited the famous bun house
of the same name in Bath, and thus attempted to recreate using her own recipe.
Unfortunately, we have been unable to find any real information on Maria Hedges, but she may have been the
future spouse of John Alder of Chelmsford in Essex, who she married in 1832. Certainly the writing style is
that of a young woman just out of finishing school.

A

FASCINATION WITH

OSSIAN

42. HELME, Elizabeth. ST. CLAIR OF THE ISLES; or, the outlaws of Barra. A Scottish Tradition.
Four volumes in one. Manchester: Printed and Published by J. Gleave and Son, 1825.
£ 275
8vo, pp. 532; with engraved frontispiece, title and six plates; some browning and foxing in places, due to paper
stock; bound in contemporary diced calf, spine tooled in gilt with black morocco label lettered in gilt, minor
cracking to joints and some rubbing to extremities, but still a good copy.
Scarce Manchester printing of Helme’s sixth novel, St. Clair of the Isles, originally published in 1803, reveling
her knowledge of medieval customs and her fascination with Ossian.

Elizabeth Helme (d. 1810) was a leading Minerva novelist and wrote a number of sentimental and gothic
novels. Born in County Durham, she moved with her family to London, where she met her future husband,
William Helme. They had five children, one of their daughters, Elizabeth Somerville, also became a novelist.
Helme is also known to have worked as a teacher, and her translations included two children’s plays by Johann
Heinrich Campe, Cortez (1799) and Pizarro (1800).
OCLC records one copy only, at the BL.

PRIVATE MAGAZINE

SUPPORTING THE

‘FRESH AIR FUND’

43. [HOARE, Miss Winifred ‘Winnie’ M.] PATHFINDER CLUB MAGAZINE. [London, Kensington]
1909-1914.
£ 1,500
Manuscripts in Ink and original typescripts, 8 parts, two earliest issues 180mm x 110mm, entirely handwritten
with handcoloured flower on upper wrapper, remaining five 210mm x 170mm, typed, with 37 tipped in
photographs including several relating to Oxford University, and 18 original watercolours on a variety of
subjects, and with one further pen and ink sketch, some manuscript additions in places, the five tie bound
(some with remains of original ribbons) in brown wraps, upper wrapper of each with an original watercolour
scene, magazine title at head and date at foot, lightly dust-soiled and some chipping, but still a very desirable
item.
A delightful manuscript and typewritten magazine chiefly conducted by ‘Winnie’ Hoare as she progressed
through adolescents. Although a broken run, it provides an interesting snapshot of the turbulent period as
seen through young eyes.
The earliest issue dates from May & June 1909 when Winnie apologises to her readership for the lateness of
the magazine as a consequence of travelling on holiday in France. This issue includes, an editorial, a list of
stamps for sale, a serialised story and a notice on subscriptions and fines (for late payment). Here lies the
raison d’être of Winnie’s magazine, monnies raised by the Pathfinder were to ge used for a ‘Fresh Air Fund 9d sends a poor child away to the country for a day, 5/- for a week - so please send as much as you can.’ The
early subscribes amounted to only five other children, each no doubt pestered their parents, near relative and
any passing visitors for coins. Stamp sales seem to have been the main money spinner at first but later other
ways and means were developed to encourage donations.

By 1911 the Pathfinder became a quarto and also typewritten; on top of the watercolour illustrations the
minuted record note that ‘Miss G Davenport, who is busy with her school-work & has not much leisure, has
resigned her place as Great Chief. It was agreed that there should be only one chief in future, which office was
given to Miss W. Hoare, while the place which she vacated (that of head scout) was taken by Miss L. Lang.
Miss Davenport subsequently became head Scout ….’ another paragraph has something new ‘The voting for a
boy on the committee also took place. With the exception of one, all the votes were for David TorrensJohnson (aged 9) a junior member.’ By this period the number of subscribers to whom the Pathfinder was sent
amounted to ten members.
By 1913 poems, impressions of holidays, photographs and neat pen and
ink copies of Rackham and Mabel Lucie Attwell were appearing, also of
significance are the beginnings of political awareness. The March-April
1913 number sports a cover illustration of a Suffragette bear being
apprehended by a police bear and in the following number an
anonymous article signed ‘Flapper’ - presumably by Winnie - feigns to
talk on natural history but the gist of the passage is plain to see ‘Its
treatment of the female animal (Flappera Innocenta) leaves much to be
desired… .’
The latest issue clearly dates from 1914, Union Jack centre stage on the
upper cover and notes that ‘During War, the Magazine may be issued
less frequently, as a good many Members have joined either the
Regulars or Territorials.’ The list of members had now reach nearly
thirty participants with at least ten ‘boys’ or more probably young men
about to go off to war. This may well have been the last issue of
Pathfinder, the war and adulthood casting such innocence aside.
Winnie was the daughter of Susanna May and Arthur Hoare and lived at
52 Campden House Court, Kensington in the better part of London.
They were certainly quite well healed and Mrs Hoare is listed in the
‘Blue Books’ of the period, although we are uncertain what, if anything,
the family actually did or indeed if they did anything. Mrs Hoare
remarried in 1918 and may have already been widowed when this
journals by her daughter were begun.

‘SOLE

INVENTRESS OF TEACHING THE ART OF

DRESS MAKING

IN A SERIES OF LESSONS’

44. HOWELL, Mary J. THE HAND-BOOK OF DRESS-MAKING; including correct rules for the
pursuit of the above art, and concisely illustrating the mode of fitting at sight. By Mrs. M.J. Howell, of
Regent Street. With Lithographic Designs and Keys. London: Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. … and may
be had of The Authoress, 317, Regent Street, & 2, Lamb’s Conduit Place, Foundling. 1845.
£ 650
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], [i] errata, vii, 8-82, [1] advertisement, [1] blank; with four folding plates; in the
original blindstamped red publisher’s cloth, rebacked, upper board lettered in gilt, lightly dust-soiled and
corners rubbed, but still a very good copy.
Rare first edition of this useful handbook for young ladies on the art of dress-making, the skill of which, states
the author in her preface, ‘may be accomplished in months instead of years, thereby proving to demonstration
my own capacity.’
‘The intercourse of England with France has a decided tendency to improve the style of dress. The native
beauty and elegance of English women is proverbial; - not less so the refined taste and distinguished
appearance of the French women. From occasional residences in Paris, I cannot but acknowledge that the art
of dressing (not dress) is more perfectly understood there than in our own country. The business of the toilet
is, with the Parisians, a perfect study; an almost scientific research. A French lady examines every colour,
combines them with her robe, her ornaments, her shoes, her gloves, -they are matched or counterpoised
with a precision unequalled; or should she feel herself at a loss to unite her ideas sufficiently to meet her
wishes, she calls the faculty of observation to her aid, and studies what is elegant in others, and applies for her
own benefit the result of another’s labour. Still fashion rules the day, and taste, however recherché, must yield
to her dictates’ (pp. vi-vii).
The author, Mary Howell who claims ‘precedence as the sole inventress of teaching the art of Dress Making in
a series of lessons’, sets out her work in thirteen lessons, including instructions ‘On measure taking’, ‘On the
various trimmings for bodies’, ‘On braiding and piping in figures’, ‘On the cutting out of skirts with due
attention to economy’, ‘The art of cutting cloaks, capes, collars, &c.’ ‘On Goffering, after the style of the
French’ and ‘On high bodies, with observations on the Swiss and Greek bodies’, with four useful fold out
plates to help demonstrate her methods.
Clearly well connected and well respected, with an address in Regent Street, Howell concludes her work with
an ‘Advertisement’ in which she announces a partnership, stating that ‘Madame Du Prier has added her name
as a partner in the Establishment ….. and announces her intention to receive pupils at the Rue Richelieu, Paris,

during the Winter Season’. There is also a note of a forthcoming sequel to the present work, The hand-book
of millinery, comprised in a series of lessons for the formation of bonnets, capotes, turbans, caps, bows, etc.
which was eventually published in 1847.
OCLC records three copies in the UK, at the BL, Oxford and Cambridge and one in North America, at the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

PERHAPS

THE RAREST TRANSLATIONS OF

HUME

AND JOHNSON IN

FRENCH,

BY A LADY

45. [HUME & JOHNSON]. [GUICHARD, Octavie, Madame BELOT, Translator]. MELANGES DE
LITTERATURE ANGLOISE, traduits par Madame B****. Premiere Partie [-Second]. A la Haye, et se
trouve, a Paris; chez Prault Fils, Libraire, Quay de Conty, 1759.
£ 4,250
FIRST EDITION. Two parts in one volume, 12mo, pp. [ii], ii, lxx, [ii], 190; [ii], ii, 182, [2] errata; a clean fresh

copy throughout; bound in contemporary mottled calf, spines tooled in gilt, with red morocco label lettered
gilt, some minor rubbing, but not detracting from this being a handsome and highly desirable copy.
Very rare first edition of this selection of Melanges de litterature Angloise, including French translations of
Samuel Johnson, and more important still the first French appearance of three essays from Hume’s Essays,
Moral, and Political (1741). Until now it was assumed these essays had first been published in French in 1764,
these newly discovered translations throwing new light on the complex French publishing history of this work.
A first collected edition in French of Hume’s works was published by the Amsterdam publisher Schneider in five
volumes between 1758 and 1760 as Oeuvres philosophiques de Mr. D. Hume, and did not include the Essays,
Moral and Political that Hume had started to publish as early as 1741. Until now it had been assumed that the
first translation of his Essays had appeared as the sixth volume of the Oeuvres edition in 1764. The present
translations of the first three essays, ‘Of the delicacy of taste and passion’, ‘Of the liberty of the press’, and ‘Of
impudence and modesty’, here published ‘A la Haye’ in 1759, seemingly having escaped the notice of
bibliographers, are different to those published in 1764, and one wonders why Guichard published no more from
the work. One answer, from the tone of her introduction (see below), is that she simply translated the Essays
she felt most pertinent to a French readership. Another lies possibly in the fact that she was undergoing
something of a crisis in her personal life (see below) whilst busy working on other projects, such as translating
Samuel Johnson’s Rasselas (1760), Sarah Fielding’s Ophelia (1763) and two parts of Hume’s History: Histoire de la
maison de Tudor, sur le Trône d’Angleterre (1763) and later Histoire de la maison de Plantagenet (1765).

However, as she translates the first three essays from the work one might conjecture that early on Schneider,
and maybe even Hume himself, discouraged her from continuing further in the knowledge that a complete
translation by a more respected translator was in the pipeline or ongoing - perhaps by A.-F. Prévost, ‘that
famous novelist and Anglophile’ (Mossner, p. 423), translator of Hume’s ‘Stuarts’ in 1760. As an interesting
addenda to the story, Schneider was to publish two issues of the sixth volume of the Oeuvres in 1764, the
first with 22 of the essays, without the translations of ‘The Epicurean’, ‘The Stoic’, ‘The Platonist’ and ‘The
Sceptic’, which appeared in the complete translation later the same year. It would seem Schneider was
impatient to get the work in to print and that Hume now favoured Guichard as his translator (see below).
Octavie Guichard, Madame Belot, later wife of President du Rey de Meynières (1719-1804), seems to have
been an interesting and well connected character, although what is known of her long life seems ‘patchy’. She
was born Octavie Guichard in Paris in 1719, marrying the Parisian lawyer Charles-Edme Belot when she was
19. After having been widowed in 1757 it is claimed that she was in a relationship with the conservative
Philippe Auguste de Sainte-Foix, Chevalier d’Arq, and then, having broken with him, she remarried in 1765 the
parliamentary President, Jean-Baptiste-Francois Du Rey de Meinieres, thus sometimes being known as Mme de
Meinieres, or more pompously as, La Presidente Du Rey de Meinieres. Whatever the truth of her supposed
relationship with d’Arq, from at least February 1762 she was lodging with Menieres and in April 1763, moved
with him to rue Poissonniere in the 2e arrondissement. Her first work, Reflexions d’une Provinciale, was
published anonymously in 1756, a well argued reply to Rousseau’s second Discours, and one of the best early
critiques of his views. She seems to have been in touch with Hume, although it is unclear when they first
became acquainted or indeed met. He certainly read the manuscript of her translation of his History of
England under the house of Tudors (1763), as it is acknowledged in the preface. Perhaps he had sent her a
copy of the first edition of 1759 upon seeing her translations of his ‘Essays’ in the present work? She clearly
pays Hume some attention in the 68 page preface, discussing him and his philosophy at some length, probably
the first person to do so in French in such explicit terms:
‘Ce n’eft qu’à titre à peu près semblable, que j’ose me familiariser avec le célébré M. Hume, jusqu’à le lire, &
même à le combattre, malgré la supériorité que l’Europe lui accorde, & qu’assurément je lui reconnois. On
trouvera ici un morceau de lui sur la liberté de la Presse en Angleterre, auquel par exemple je présume que
l’on pourroit faire des objections.

M. Hume prétend que cette liberté est dans son pais l’effet du Gouvernement mixte; que les deux Partis
rivaux, celui du Peuple & celui de la Cour, sont obligés d’entretenir entr’eux une défiance vigilante; que les
écrits publics servent à contenir le Ministere, avertissent promptement la Nation des entreprises qu’il
s’aviseroit de tenter contre ses priviléges, & favorise l’équilibre qu’il faut consèrver entre la partie
Monarchique & la partie Républicaine qui composent ce Gouvernement; que cette même liberté est
incompatible avec le Gouvernement François, attendu sa forme de Monarchie absolue [M. Hume entend sans
doute, par le mot d’absolue, qu’il employé ainsi, un État absolument Monarchique]. Il ajoûte que l’autorité
Royale, sécondée des Loix, de la Religion & des Moeurs, n’a besoin ni de semer, ni de craindre une pareille
défiance parmi des Sujets toujours fournis & contons; que dans les Républiques, telles que la Hollande, la
liberté de la Presse ne peut encore s’introduire, parce que les pouvoirs donnés aux Magistrats, en imposent
assez aux Citoyens, pour que ceux-ci n’osent écrire contre les opérations de la Magistrature; qu’ainsi, par des
motifs opposés, cette liberté se trouve bannie également, des Etats Républicains & des Etats Monarchiques, &
que ces deux Gouvernemens, extrêmes par leur nature, se touchent cependant en ce point-ci, comme en
plusieurs autres’ (pp. vii-xiii).
Besides Hume, Guichard’s enthuasiasm for Samuel Johnson and his work (her translation of Rasselas appeared
in 1760), is also found in the present collection, with ‘Nouradin & Almamoulin, conte extrait du Rambler’
(‘The history of Almamoulin the son of Nouradin’ from The Rambler, No. 120, 11 May 1751), ‘Lettre ecrite au
Rambler’ and ‘Reflexions sur la diversite des opinions, traduites de l’Adventurer’ (‘Different opinions equally
plausible’ from The Adventurer, No. 117, 13 November 1753) included. Extracts from Prior, ‘Vers au jeune
Milord Buckhurst, qui jouoit avec un chat, traduit de Prior’ and ‘Henry & Emma, imitation de l’ancienne
Brunette, Poeme Anglois, traduite de Prior’; and Burke ‘Recherche Philosophique de l’origine de nos idees, du
Sublime & du beau’ are also found.
In all, a rare and appealing selection of translations, seemingly unknown to the usual sources, and thus escaping
proper attention for over 250 years.
OCLC records one copy in North America, at Texas, and a smattering off copies in Europe, but not in the BL
or the NLS; not recorded or mentioned in Jessop, Todd, Chuo, Fieser or The Reception of David Hume in
Europe (edited by Peter Jones).

A MILDLY SENSATIONAL STORY

46. JOLLY, Emily. VIOLA. By the author of “Caste,” “My son’s wife,” “Pearl,” &c. &c. In three
volumes. Vol. I [-III]. London: Hurst and Blackett, Publishers, 1869.
£ 285

FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 8vo, pp. [iv], 368; [iv], 392; [iv], 274, [2], 12, [4] advertisements; Three
volumes in original violet cloth, lettered in gilt on spines; black endpapers. Spines and spine edges of boards
sunned to grey, some marking on corners and board edges, small losses to cloth on spine ends; contents clean
and tight.
Scarce first edition of this mildly sensational story, dealing with adultery.
The author, Emily Jolly (1834–1917) was born Margate, the elder daughter of Thomas Jolly, the one-time
mayor of Bath (her brother William Cracknell Jolly also served a term as mayor.) As a young woman she
began writing fiction, her first work, “A Wife’s Story”, was first published in Dickens’ Household Words in
1855. She followed with nearly a dozen novels, before giving up writing fiction in the 1870s. She never married
and lived for twenty years with Emily Dobell, the widow of the poet Sydney Dobell (d. 1874), whose life and
letters she edited in 1878. After Dobell’s death in 1900, she moved to Dorset where she died in 1917.
OCLC records two copies in North America, at Cornell and New York University; not in Wolff.

DEDICATED

TO

LADY PEEL

47. [JOURDAN, Mary Johnson]. THE ALTHORP PICTURE GALLERY and other poetical sketches.
By a Lady. Edinburgh: William Blackwood & Sons … 1836.
£ 400
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [xiv], 163, [1] blank; minor stain at head
throughout, alittle more prominent at beginning and end,
otherwise apart from a few occasional spots, a clean copy
throughout; handsomely bound in contemporary brown morocco,
boards and spine decoratively tooled and lettered in gilt, some
rubbing to gilt and extremities, but still a good copy.
Scarce first edition of this collection of poetry, dedicated to Lady
Peel, wife of Prime Minister Robert Peel. After the title poem, set
out in 143 canto’s, the second half of the work includes another
lengthy poem entitled ‘The Ocean’s own’ before concluding with a
selection of ‘Poems’.
We have been unable to find much further information on the
author, Mary Jourdan. She may have had some connection to
Aberdeen as her ‘Advertisement’ is signed as such, and the work
is printed at the Aberdeen Herald office (by G. Cornwall). Born in
1798 at Drypool, Yorkshire and christened Mary Johnson
Holcombe, she married Lieut.-Col. Henry George Jourdan, of the
10th Madras Native Infantry Regiment, probably around 1820 in
India, although the family together with two children had returned
to Britain by 1830. Mary died at Westbourne Park in London in
1860. As far as we are aware she only published one further work,
some twenty years after the present, entitled Mind’s mirror:
poetical sketches (1856).
OCLC records six copies in North America, at South Carolina and five in California.

SHOWING ‘ABUNDANT PROOFS
‘A SHREWD APPRECIATION

OF CLEVERNESS’ AND
OF CHARACTER’

48. KENNEDY, Jane. THE BALANCE OF BEAUTY; or, The Lost Image Restored … London: W.
Kent & Co., 1857.
£ 185
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii], 286; lightly foxed in places; in contemporary half calf over cloth, spine ruled in

gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed and sunned, but still a very appealing copy.
Scarce first edition of this pious, though nevertheless engaging, tale by Miss Jane Kennedy.

‘Miss Kennedy may take it for granted that those that judge purely
upon the merits her literary performances, and with thorough
impartiality, will do her the justice to inform the public that her last
tale shows abundant proofs of cleverness, a shrewd appreciation of
character, and an earnest disposition to be useful for the promotion
of sound learning and accurate religious training. We have come to
this conclusion after a careful perusal of “The Balance of Beauty”,
and have much pleasure in recording such an opinion of its merits’
(Weekly Messenger).
Miss Jane Kennedy was the author of a dozen other works, including
Sketches of character (1851); Things new and old (1854); Lionel
Fitzgibbon and his parrot (1858) and Shreds and patches: or, Pathos
and bathos (1858), though we have been unable to find any further
details on her life.
Wolff 3781; OCLC records four copies in the UK, at the BL,
Cambridge, Oxford and the NLS, and one in North America, at
Harry Ransom, Texas.

A
49.

YOUNG GIRLS KNITTING LESSONS

[KNITTING]. MISS SPENCER’S KNITTING BOOK November 26th 1844.

£ 300

MANUSCRIPT IN INK. 8vo booklet; pp. 28, of which 22 with manuscript instructions; two knitted samples

pinned in; original marbled wrappers with paper label on upper cover “Miss Spencer’s Knitting Book”.
The manuscript would appear to have been kept by Miss Spencer to record her knitting lessons when she was
a young girl.

From her writing we estimate that she would have been about ten years old and had by then already acquired
the rudiments of knitting when she began the manuscript. The patterns recorded are slightly more taxing
work, beginning with a fairly basic ‘Bag pattern’ and ‘Feather pattern’ and followed by harder work including
‘Leal pattern’, ‘For a Tidy’, ‘Lace pattern’, ‘Spider pattern’, ‘Purse’, and ‘Lace Collar.’
The patterns come closest to those published by Cornelia Mee (1815-1875) in her popular books Manual of
Knitting, Netting and Crochet., of 1842 and Mee’s Companion to the work-table, of 1844 yhat were both
issued as an adjunct to her needlework emporium at Bath. However our patterns do not quite follow the
same formula and therefore either adaptations or original designs. One of the patterns has a note at the end
‘from C. Thompson’ which indicates some form of exchange of different patterns.
It is likely from the two samples that Miss Spencer was using steel needles of quite a fine gauge to practice
with, whilst she was conforming the feminine attributes so carefully inculcated by Victorian social norms.

FRENCH

WOMAN WRITER LIVING IN

LONDON,

PATRONISED BY

C H A R L E S II

50. LA ROCHE-GUILHEN, Anne de. ASTERIE, ou Tamerlam. Premiere Partie [-Seconde]. A Paris,
chez Claude Barbin, au Palais, sur le second Perron de la Sainte Chapelle. 1675.
£ 1,250
FIRST EDITION. Two volumes, 12mo, pp. [viii], 73, [1]; 82; apart from some occasional light browning, a
clean copy throughout; in contemporary sprinkled calf, spine tooled and lettered in gilt, foot of spine missing
(20mm) and some worming to upper board, but still a good copy.
Rare first edition of this early historical novel by Anne de la RocheGuilhen, published in the year she first arrived in London.
Anne de La Roche-Guilhen (1644-1701) was born in Rouen,
descended from the lower ranks of the Huguenot nobility. Having
arrived in London in 1675, two years later she received the
extraordinary honor of a royal commission: King Charles II had her
compose a comedy-ballet (in French) to be performed as part of his
birthday celebration. ‘Arguably her most original work, Rare-en-tout
is a skilful blend of comedy, singing, and dance, with one of the earliest
depictions of the fatuous lady’s man. She published some twenty
volumes of fiction, starting in 1674; by her own admission she wrote
fiction primarily to make money. Indeed, she is among the earliest
French women to succeed in supporting themselves in this way. Her
books must have sold very well, for some were reedited or translated
into English in her lifetime, and there were even novels falsely
attributed to her. Her concern for marketability caused her to try a
wide variety of novelistic possibilities, ranging from shortened and
simplified adaptations of the Scudery model, to adventure stories set
in exotic places, to novellas where she made a more conscientious
effort to respect historical facts and customs’ (Perry Gethner, in The
Feminist Encyclopedia of French Literature, 1999, pp. 290-1).
‘Until recently, Anne was a casualty of two phenomena that shaped
French ancien-régime literary studies: the relegation of women to the
margins of literary history, and the utter exclusion of Protestants. She
was only appreciated as a literary stepsister to Lafayette and Villedieu (with whom she is often confused).
Today, as a result of feminist studies and renewed interest in the history of the book and Huguenot culture,
La Roche-Guilhen is studied precisely because she exemplifies a generation of women writers: their lives
disrupted by economic hardship, local scandal, religious persecution, and thus characterized by itinerancy
transformed previous models of sociable writing strategies as they made their way in Europe’
(http://siefar.org/dictionnaire/en/Anne_de_La_Roche-Guilhen).
The present novel appears to have been published in two states, this one with the text in a smaller format and
consequently fewer pages, appears to be the much rarer issue (see below).
OCLC appears to record no copies of the present smaller format issue, though the BNF may possess a copy,
of the larger issue four copies are recorded, at UC Berkeley, Indiana, Oxford and the National library of Spain;
no priority has been established with the issues.

SAFETY

IN NUMBERS

51. [LADIES’ BIBLE ASSOCIATION]. RULES OF THE LADIES’ BIBLE ASSOCIATION for
Woolwich and its Vicinity. J. Brackett, Printer, Powis Street, Woolwich. [n.d., c. 1825].
£ 185
Letterpress broadside handbill, 215mm x 160mm, some minor staining.
Scarce survival of this piece of locally-published ephemera, listing the nine rules of the Ladies’ Bible Association
for Woolwich, the first of which notes that they had formed themselves into an association ‘in connexion with
the British and Foreign Bible Society, through the medium of the Blackheath Auxiliary Bible Society for the
purpose of contributing towards the circulation of the “Holy Scriptures”, particularly in Woolwich and its
vicinity’.
Maybe it was a case of safety in numbers for Woolwich, with its dockyard, arsenal and various military
institutions was something of a dangerous environment for ladies to be spreading the ‘good word.’
The printer, John or Joshua Brackett was a bookseller, stationer, and printer at Powis Street in Woolwich
from 1823 to 1826.

WITH

EARLY RECIPES FOR THE

“TOILETTE”,

INCLUDING LIP SALVE

52. [LADY, By a]. THE HOUSEKEEPERS’ FRIEND, or Manual of Cookery. By a Lady. Norwich:
Printed by Jarrold and Sons, London Street … [1852].
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. ix, [i], 78; a fine copy bound in the original blindstamped publisher’s cloth, upper
board lettered in gilt.
Uncommon first edition of this charming provincial manuel containing useful recipes and directions in cookery,
‘by a lady’.
After several useful ‘Introductory Observations’, over 100 recipes are then given, some grouped under
subheadings such as ‘Pickles’, ‘Beverages’ and ‘Pastes’. Of particular note are the recipes grouped under
‘Toilette’, including ‘Lip Salve’ (‘Take two ounces of lard …’), ‘Pot-Pourri’ and ‘Bandoline for the hair’. An
Appendix is then given with a further 21 recipes, before the volume concludes with an informative ‘list of
various articles in season, for different months’ and then a few closing pieces of advice by the author, some on
how best to treat one’s servants.

Sadly we have been unable to identify the anonymous compiler of the little volume.
OCLC records five copies, three in the UK, at the BL, Cambridge and NLS, with two further copies in the US,
at Virginia and Utah.

A

RESOURCEFUL WOMAN

53. LEE, Sarah [née Wallis; other married name Bowdich]. ADVENTURES IN AUSTRALIA; or,
The wanderings of Captain Spencer in the bush and the wilds. Containing accurate descriptions of the
habits of the natives, and the natural productions and features of the country. By Mrs. R. Lee,
(Formerly Mrs. T.E. Bowditch) … London: Grant and Griffith, sucessors to J. Harris, Corner of St.
Paul’s Churchyard. 1851.
£ 175
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xi, [i] blank, 364, 18 advertisements; with engraved frontispiece and three plates by

J.S. Prout; in the original green publisher’s cloth, covers decorated in blind, spine lettered and tooled in gilt,
lightly sunned, but still a very good copy.
First edition of this adventure novel in which the author
gives a fictional representation of a settler colony in
Australia.
The author and naturalist Sarah Lee (1791–1856) was
first married to Thomas Edward Bowdich and his wife
Sarah travelled to Africa in 1818 to study local flora and
fauna. Sarah Bowdich’s eighteen months there established
her as the first European woman ever to collect plants
systematically in tropical west Africa. In 1819, they went
to Paris to visit Baron Cuvier and spent most of the next
four years there studying his collections. On her final trip
to Africa in 1823 her husband died on the Gambia river leaving Sarah with three children and almost destitute.
A resourceful woman she travelled back to Europe and became a writer, although as far as we are aware she
never made it to Australia! In 1826, she married Robert Lee and in subsequent years, as here, published under
the name ‘Mrs. Robert Lee’. In 1854 the government recognised her service as a popularizer of natural history
by the award of a civil-list pension of £50.
OCLC records copies in North America, at Toronto, McGill, Yale, the New Bedford Whaling Museum,
Columbia, Cornell, NYPL and the Newberry library.

BOUND

BY THE

MORAVIAN SISTERS

54. LOCKE, John. A LETTER ON TOLERATION. By John Locke, Esq; The Twelfth Edition
Corrected. London: Printed for R. Richards, In Holbourn. MDCCLXII [1762].
£ 175
8vo, pp. [1-4], 5-70; contemporary blue paste paper boards in the German style, spine missing and boards
holding by cords, minor surface wear and rubbing to extremities.
An interesting copy both with regard to edition and binding.
The binding of blue decorated paste paper boards is almost certainly
the product of the Moravian sisters who settled at Fulneck, near
Pudsey in Yorkshire during the eighteenth century. One wonders if
copies of the book were actually circulated by the Moravian
community, for the subject of toleration would then have been very
close to their hearts. We cannot fathom why the publisher R. Richards
affixed ‘twelfth edition’ to the work, although this may have been to
persuade buyers that the text was a good seller.
Yolton describes the work as a ‘[S]tandard reprint of the text with
many typographical errors, A fairly scarce printing: I have only been
able to find one, Peter Laslett’s copy.’
Together with his Two Treatises on Government, Locke’s Letters on
Toleration laid the basis of English libertarian philosophy and were
essential to the beliefs of the drafters of the American Constitution in
1787. As his Two Treatises was fundamental to political liberty, so was
this letter, together with the two that followed, to freedom of religion
and conscience. Together they ‘provide a classic example of the
empirical approach to social and political economy which has remained
ever since the basis of the principles of democracy’ (PMM 163).
Yolton 8; Attig 56; OCLC locates three copies at the BL and London Library, and at Yale in the US.

LADY

LUCK

55. [LOTTERY TICKET]. MADAM, The Ticket No. 28998 was this Day drawn a Blank. We are,
Madam, Your most obedient, and much obliged humble Servants, Nicholson & Wells, Stock-brokers,
at their State-Lottery Offices, No. 103, Cornhill, and No. 36. Cheapside. London, 177[?].
£ 285

Ticket, 175mm x 205mm, printed and filled in
manuscript on recto only, some evidence of folding and
a couple of marks, otherwise in good original state,
tipped on to later album leaf.
Rare survival of an original lottery ticket, sadly drawn
blank for the lady gambler.
The lottery in question was run by William Nicholson
and Benjamin Wells of Cornhill London, Stock Brokers
and Lottery Officekeepers. Their close proxity to the
City and Bank of England meant, like many traders, they
were very well connected and adept at making money,
indeed, the foot of the present ticket states: ‘Bank, India,
and South Sea Stocks with their several annuities, and all
sorts of government securities, bought and sold by
commission’.

THE FIRST EIGHTEENTH CENTURY HISTORY

BY A

WOMAN

56. MACAULAY, Catharine. THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND from the Accession of James I to that
of the Brunswick Line. Vol. I. [-VIII]. London: Printed for J. Nourse, Bookseller to his Majesty, in the
Strand. 1763 [-1765-1767-1768-1771-1781-1783].
[Together with:] THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND from the Revolution to the Present Time in a Series
of Letters to a Friend. Volume I [All Published]. Bath: Printed by R. Cruttwell: and sold by E. and C.
Dilly, T. Cadell, and J. Walter, London. 1778.
£ 3,750
FIRST EDITIONS OF ALL VOLUMES. Nine volumes, 4to, pp. xviii, [i] Address to Liberty, [i] errata, 439, [1]

blank; [viii], 483, [1] blank, xxiv (Appendix); [vi], 463, [1] errata; [vi], 436, [1] Appendix, [1] blank; [vi], 383,
[1] blank, lv (Appendix), [1] blank; xiv, [i] advertisement, [i] blank, 423, [1] blank; [iv], 502, [1] advertisement,
[1] blank; [iv], 339, [1] blank; [ii], 451, [1] blank, [1] errata, [1] advertisement; with the engraved title and
portrait of Macaulay, the latter erroneously inserted as a frontispiece in vol. I; without the half-title in vol. I;
vol. III sometimes includes an extra portrait of Macaulay [by Basire after the original by Cipriani], which is not
found in this copy; some foxing and marking in places, but generally a good clean copy; bound in
contemporary uniform sprinkled calf, spines in six compartments, with contrasting red and black morocco
labels lettered and numbered in gilt, (some labels expertly replaced), joints and head and tails repaired in
places, corners rubbed and some surface wear and spines rather dry, but still an appealing set, with three
armorial bookplates on front pastedown and free endpaper, the earliest of which from the early nineteenth
century, is Meredith of Pentre Bychan.
A very good copy, unusually with all the volumes in first edition, of Catherine Macaulay’s History of England.
The first eighteenth century history by a woman, the series was originally published on a rather ad hoc basis
over 20 years and is almost always found as a mixed edition set. Promoted at the time as the Whig or
Republican alternative view of history (she had met Franklin in Paris and stayed with Washington in America)
to the already published Tory history by Hume. In this respect, contemporaries seem to have favoured her
history over Smollett’s.
Loathed by Dr. Johnson and Wilkes, Mary Wollstonecraft nevertheless said of her that she was “the woman
of the greatest abilities that this country has ever produced,” [Vindication of the Rights of Women, pp. 235-6].
Horace Walpole, describing her “History”, said she “exerted a manly strength with the gravity of a
philosopher …”
Additionally included with this set is the first volume of her other History printed in 1778. Chronologically, it
was published between the issue of volumes V and VI of her main History, but here is labelled volume IX, the
contemporary owner also inking in an ‘X’ next to the ‘Vol. I’ on the title pages to add to the complexity. As
this work was also poorly received, Macaulay never progressed beyond this first volume.

Although well represented in institutions, closer examination of their holdings reveals nearly all of these
collections contain incomplete copies. This is no doubt due to the widely spaced publication dates and so they
lack a number of earlier or later volumes. In the US with publication running over the turbulent years of the
American War of Independence some early acquire copies there, were at a particular disadvantage.
ESTCT106230.

MAID

WRONGLY ACCUSED

57. [MAID]. THE MAID AND THE MAGPIE, or, the real Thief detected. An Entertaining Tale.
Founded upon a well-known fact an Amiable Girl who was sentenced to suffer upon strong
circumstantial Evidence of stealing various Articles of Plate, which were afterwards found to have
been stolen by a Magpie. London, printed and published by R. Harrild. [n.d., c. 1815].
£ 385
FIRST EDITION THUS. 12mo, pp. 29 [i.e. 28, final two pages misnumbered]; with hand-coloured frontispiece
and hand-coloured engraved vignette to title; some light marking and occasional staining; small stain to the
frontispiece in later decorative paper wrappers, lightly rubbed to extremities, else very good.
First edition under this title of this entertaining tale, with charming hand-coloured frontispiece and title.
‘This dramatic piece, is founded on a trial in France, of a maid servant, who was accused of robbing her master of
jewels, &c. to a considerable amount, and who was convicted and executed on PRESUMPTIVE EVIDENCE - The
story, as here related in the following pages, is a brief narrative of piece, as first performed in Paris, under the
title of La Pie Voleuse, or The Magpie Thief; and, since that, at the Lyceum, under the name of the The Maid and
the Magpie, or Which is the Thief! with unbounded and sympathetic applause, by crowded audiences, who
seemed to apply several parts of the performance to the case of a late unfortunate female’ (p. 5).
OCLC records two copies, at Princeton and the Morgan; Copac lists a similar title, issued by R. Pratt, around
the same time.

FICTIONALISED

TALE OF

A L -R A S H I D

58. [MANNING, Anne]. THE ADVENTURES OF THE CALIPH HAROUN ALRASCHID
Recounted by the Author of “Mary Powell”. London: Printed for Arthur Hall, Virtue & Co., 1855.£
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vii, [i] blank, 291, [1] imprint, [4] adverts; all pages framed, and text printed using an
“antique” font; original blindstamped green-blue cloth over bevelled boards, spine lettered in gilt, all edges red,
small chip at head, but still a very good copy.

Scarce first edition of this fictionalised tale of the fifth Abbasid Caliph, Harun al-Rashid (763-809) by Anne
Manning.
‘Al-Rashid ruled from 786 to 809, during the peak of the Islamic Golden Age. His time was marked by
scientific, cultural, and religious prosperity. Islamic art and music also flourished significantly during his reign.
He established the legendary library Bayt al-Hikma (“House of Wisdom”) in Baghdad in present-day Iraq, and
during his rule Baghdad began to flourish as a center of knowledge, culture and trade. During his rule, the
family of Barmakids, which played a deciding role in establishing the Abbasid Caliphate, declined gradually. In
796, he moved his court and government to Raqqa in present-day Syria … The fictional The Book of One
Thousand and One Nights is set in Harun’s magnificent court and some of its stories involve Harun himself.
Harun’s life and court have been the subject of many other tales, both factual and fictitious’ (Wikipedia).
Anne Manning (1807-1879) born in London, was an active writer during the Victorian age, with some 51
works to her credit. Though antiquated in style, her writings were considered to have some literary charm
and a delicate historical imagination. ‘According to her niece, Manning desired that no particulars about herself
be published while she lived. She kept in close retirement, avoided public notice through literary anonymity,
and never married. She is remembered by her contemporaries as a ‘tall, thin lady with black hair, an aquiline
nose, and a bright colour’ (Hutton, ‘Introduction’ to Mary Powell, p. xi). Although an extremely private
person, Manning was greatly valued for her willingness to encourage other aspiring authors. She is also
depicted as a ‘stout English Churchwoman’, restrainedly but sincerely devout’ (Oxford DNB).
Wolff 4430; OCLC records only microform copies.

QUAINT TALES
59. [MANNING, Anne]. QUEEN PHILIPPA’S GOLDEN BOOKE. London: Printed for Arthur Hall,
Virtue, & Co., [1851].
£ 125
8vo, pp. [2], [i], ii-v [i] blank; [7]- 230, [2]; chromolithograph additional title and contents leaf by W. Dickes;
contemporary half calf, spine decorated in gilt with two contrasting labels lettered in gilt, slightly rubbed.
As with most of Manning’s anonymously issued works the text is couched in a spurious antique language that
brought her readership some quasi ‘authenticity.’
Although this may appear a rather dubious exercise it did however allowed Manning to introduce a
‘considerable familiarity with historical facts, and female observation (this time in the epistolary mode) to
create a reverential story that encompasses both public greatness and everyday private domesticity.’ [ODNB]

Queen Philippa’s Golden Booke is one of Manning’s less common works and is constructed around six
narrators who each relate a quaint tale something akin to the format used by Scott in his The Lay of the Last
Minstrel.
An interesting pencil note to the endpaper relates that this is the only work known of the illustrator William
Dickes (1815-1892) with his address as at ‘5½ Old Fish St, Doctors’ Commons.’ Incidentally this is the
address used by Dickes at the Great Exhibition of 1851 when showing his ‘Oil colour printing.’
Wolff 4430; OCLC: 2392504.

‘ENTIRELY

DIFFERENT TO ANYTHING BEFORE PUBLISHED’

60. MEE, Cornelia and Miss Mary Austin. OUR LACE SAMPLER. Second Series. By Mrs. Mee and
Miss Austin, 8 Brook Street, Grosvenor Square, London. London: Sold at all Berlin Wool
Warehouses and Booksellers and Mrs. Mee and Miss Austin … London: C.F. Adams, Printer, 32,
Bartholomew Close, E.C. [c. 1870].
£ 150
FIRST EDITION. Oblong folio, [22 x 28cm] pp. [1-7], 8-16, [4] Advertisements’; three plates including one
folding ( some paper repairs) and numerous text illustrations; stitched as issued in the original decorated blue
wrappers with letterpress and decoration in black and gold.
By the late 1860’s pointed lace had become popular for the adornment of collars and cuffs.
Mrs Mee and Miss Austin were leaders in this field of fashion producing a series of manuals for the well to do
classes from their premises off Grosvenor Square in the heart of the ‘West End’.
‘The first series of “Our Lace Sampler” had hardly appeared, before we were inundated with inquiries for the
Second Series, assuring us that our book had been most favourably received. Several of the specimens here
copied have been lent to us by members of the aristocracy; others are from the beautiful collection of
Madame Elise, of 170, Regent Street. While keeping the designs as nearly as possible to the real Lace, we have
endeavoured to make them as easy of execution as possible, so that any lady who can make a neat buttonhole (and who cannot?) may, with the assistance of the clear directions here given, initiate herself in the
mysteries of Lace-making, and experience all the fascination which the practice of the art affords.’
The ‘Madame Elise’ referred to was really Mrs Elizabeth Isaacson, who as the successor to the great London
merchants of modern and antique lace merchant, Jane Clark had clearly some close control of this lucrative
market between various pattern makers, merchants and manufactures of lace.
The large plates gives illustrations for insertions, handkerchief borders, head dress trimming but also for
‘Mediæval Linen Work’ showing that the revival of the various decorative forms as exemplified by PreRaphaelite and the Arts and Crafts movements was spreading to more commercial outlets.
Mrs Cornelia Mee (1815-1875) and Miss Mary Austin (1829-1874) were sisters. Cornelia took over the
running of her fathers business located in Bath that changed its name soon after marriage to Charles Mee in
1837. Her first publication was the Manual of Knitting Netting and Crochet Work of 1842 thereafter a
succession of neatly designed and illustrated manuals and books of patterns began to appear. Later still the
sisters moved their shop to London by which time many of the publications had become jointly authored.
Not in OCLC.

WITH

CONTRIBUTIONS BY JOHN JAMES
AND SIGNIFICANT ORIGINAL

AUDUBON, ALBERT SMITH, ELIZABETH FRY
MATERIAL BY CHARLES PIAZZI SMYTH

61. NASMYTH, Mrs. Robert. TWO REMARKABLE ALBUMS DOCUMENTING EDINBURGH
SOCIETY IN THE EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY, one entitled “Album Choisi or contribution of
friends to Mrs. Robert Nasmyth”. George Street, Edinburgh. [1820-1850].
£ 6,500
Two albums containing numerous leaves on various coloured and embossed paper including manuscript
poems, letters, mounted drawings and watercolours etc. [outlined below]; one album bound circa 1840 in
black morocco with white metal clasps; the other similarly bound in a later style, but green morocco with gilt
patterned boards, both recently expertly rebacked by the Abrams bindery.
Two albums exemplifying the upper strata of Edinburgh ‘New Town’ social life of the 1830s and 1840’s.
Mrs. Nasmyth was born, Mary Lockhart Jobson in 1797 to David Jobson Senior of Dundee. She married
Robert Nasmyth (1792-1870) in 1819 at Edinburgh, and with him had at least eleven children before her death
on the 19th April 1866. The early life of her husband Robert is something of an enigma for we can find no
reference to his parentage but from the contents of these two album he was clearly some cadet of the
Nasmyth family of artists. His life and career is far better recorded than Mary Nasmyth’s so her life can now
can really only be glimpsed through these albums and from the perspective of her husbands long and succesful
career.
Dr Nasmyth’s life mirrors the progression of many well educated Modern Athenians of the early nineteenth
century. First educated at the High School, then at the age of 15 to study medicine and anatomy under the
great Dr John Barclay (1858-1826) with fellow pupils and lifetime friends that included the medical luminaries
Robert Liston and James Syme. Nasmyth unusual talents were recognised and he soon removed to London to
continue his education, here Nasmyth began his specialisation in dentistry, although he never wholly gave up
surgery. In 1823, Robert was elected a fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh and thereafter
became something of ‘the right-hand man’ to many surgeons of the city. So it is not altogether surprising that
with his obvious talents Nasmyth was appointed as the official dentist to George IV, William IV and Queen
Victoria and the Royal Household.
Clearly with ‘Royalty’ as your main client, Nasmyth became the go to dentist of Scotland, and by default Mary
and Robert aquired both wealth and a high social status amongst their well-healed Edinburgh clientele.
The entries in the albums include William Upcott, the autograph collector and Thomas Frognall Dibdin who
was then on his tour of the ‘North’ and clearly shows that the Nasmyth had the collecting bug. Robert was
beginning to amass a fine book and a good picture collection, this is illustrated by the sale of his library at

Sotheby’s in 1874 with the inclusion of such items as the First Folio Shakespeare. His paintings were sold at
Christie’s in 1871, the most noted work then being Sir William Allan’s oil of Walter Scott in his Study that
was bought for the National Gallery. Also included in the auction were several fine works by Alexander
Nasmyth the ‘father of Scottish landscape painting’ and other works by Dutch Masters.
Here it is worth pointing out that Walter Scott’s eldest son married a Jobson from Dundee and that Mary’s
middle name was Lockhart. Although we have not been able to establish any real link between Nasmyth’s,
Jobson’s, Lockhart’s and Scott’s there is no doubt that cadet branches of these ‘clans’ knew one another and
sometimes married into each others families.
Robert was not alone as a collector for the Album’s are very firmly Mary’s work and allusions to her various
interests, or what could be considered then the more feminine ‘accomplishments’ in her collection of minerals
and her strong interest in music, and poetry.
From a number of letters and notes in the albums it would appear that the sheets remained loose and were
sent out with blanks for friends and acquaintances to add their own poems, notes, music, drawings or
autographs. Once enough material was brought together the first album would have been bound up. The
couple appear to have taken care to acquire material on their travels to London, Paris and Germany, and even
when the British Association was in Edinburgh for their meeting in 1835. The social gatherings at the Nasmyth
home clearly also garnered some additional material for inclusion in the album.

Of perhaps most significant note in the first volume is an entry made at one such gathering by the great
American ornithologist, naturalist and painter, John James Audubon (1785-1851), inscribed on one of his five
visits made to Edinburgh between 1826 and 1839. On these visits he was to meet some of the key figures of
the time in science and literature that were to make his dream of publishing Birds of America, a reality.
Indeed, an inscription by one of these figures, Captain Basil Hall, who acted as Audubon’s social manager,
introducing him to the city’s important figures, is found later in the same album. Significant contributions by
Charles Piazzi Smyth (1819-1900), the English astronomer (who was Astronomer Royal for Scotland from
1846 to 1888) and other members of his family members only appear in the second album, although the
chronology of acquaintances and friends would need to be reconstructed from the material to form a
cohesive idea of the ebb and flow of visitors to the Nasmyth home.

Considering the variety and quality of the material contained in the Nasmyth albums it is something of a
surprise that they have not been broken up. A selection of the contents of both volumes are listed below.
ALBUM 1:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe (1781-1851): etching, A Valentine.
Robert Nasmyth: pencils sketch of the entrance to a Gothic cathedral, signed and dated Edinburgh, March
30th, 1844.
J[ane] Nasmyth (1788–1867): pencil drawing of a mountain landscape with a castle and lake.
Unidentified poetical inscription, dated Edinburgh 2nd April 1837.
Henry, Lord Cockburn (1779-1854): sixteen line poem beginning ‘Hail, Memory, hail!’ extracted from
Rogers Pleasures of Hope.
Ernst Joachim Förster (1800-1885): six line poem signed and dated Edinburgh, 14 August, 1851.
George Birkbeck (1876-1841) recalling his long residence in Edinburgh. Dated London, June 20th, 1835.
Thomas Campbell (1777-1844): two line poetic quote from Pleasures of Hope, signed and mounted on
leaf.
[Jane Nasmyth?]: pencil sketch of a Dutch landscape, unsigned.
Friedrich Christoph Förster (1791-1868): six lines of poetry in German signed and dated 1 August ‘44.
August de Saint-Sylvian, Louis Xavier Baron de los Valles: lines of thanks to the Nasmyth’s signed and
dated 27 August, 1835.
Joseph John Gurney (1788-1844): Short disquisition on the teaching of Jesus Christ, signed and dated 6th
Month, 3d, 1835.
James Silk Buckingham (1786-1855): lines extolling the beauty of Edinburgh in this, his second visit to the
city. Signed and dated Edinburgh Nov. 12, 1834.
Three autographed inscriptions by the violinist Cesare Emiliani (1805-1887); the singer Clementina Betti
degli Antoni (1802-1862), incidental Jane Carlyle Italian teacher, and the composer Vincenzo Gabussi
(1800-1846).
John Russell (1792-1878): note on when he first left Edinburgh in 1812, signed.
James Sheridan Knowles (1784-1862): quoting lines from his play The Hunchback, signed and dated 12
Jany, 1851.
M[argaret] Nasmyth (1791–1869): pencil drawing Upper Falls of the Clyde, signed.
Amelia Opie (1769-1853): ten lines of poetry addressed To Robert & Mary Nasmyth dated Edinburgh,
1834, together with a transcript of her hymn When the disciples saw the Lord.
John Eliot Howard (1807-1883): four stanza poem At the Meeting of the British Association, 1834,
intermingling observations on the roar of the Clyde, science, the hardy race of Scots, John Knox, banishing
whisky, et al.
Susan Cruikshank (d. 1843) ‘Authoress’: five stanza poem To a Lute initialled and dated 1834 together
with another longer poem later in the album, there dated Meadowside 1835.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr Dwarka Nath Bose (d. 1884): poem in three stanza singed and dated in ink 28th Sept 1848. Bose was
one of four Calcutta medical students taken to Britain in 1844 to complete their education.
Henry Stephens (1794-1874): a hand coloured map and an essay on the agriculture of Cambridge, signed
and dated Redbrae Cottage, 10 September, 1836.
Charles Kean (1811-1868): quote from Hamlet dated April 29th 1838.
Harriet Siddons (1783-1844): extract from James Shirley’s The glories of our birth and state, signed.
Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe (1781-1851): pen and wash of a shepherdess with humorous lines of poetry
ascribed to Horace Walpole, signed and dated 1834.
William Tennant (1784-1848): a letter and together with an accompanying poem on ‘Nothing,’ undated.
Thomas Tod Stoddart (1810-1880): poem in six stanzas entitled Stanzas signed.
Gioacchino Rossini (1792-1868): signature on leaf dated Paris 2 Septembre, 1836.
C[harlotte] Nasmyth (1804-1884): watercolour on card of an angler in a Scottish river scene; also another
similar watercolour very likely by the same hand.
Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe (1781-1851): Satirical etching, The Lovers’ Message one of ten copies printed
before letters.
William Etty (1787-1849): short essay on the study of the Arts, signed, undated.
F. Aller. Introduction & Polonaise poor le Piano Forte composed et tres humble dediée a Madame
Nasmyth: Ink on card together with an accompanying dedication signed and dated Neuwied, 1834.
Elizabeth Fry (1780-1845): quote from Proverbs, signed and dated 1834.
Edmund Thornton Crawford (1806-1885): pencil drawing of a seascape with sailing ships and barges signed
and dated 1834.
Markham Sherwill (1797-1845): two page letter describing an ascent of Mont Blanc, signed and dated 16
Sept. 1835.
Giuseppe De Begnis (1793-1848): operatic bass: manuscript song with piano accompaniment T’was a
dream, signed.
John B. Nasmyth: pencil sketch In Kirkstall signed and dated Grange, 1847.
William Blundell Spence (1814-1900): watercolour of a mountainous landscape together with a short
accompanying note dated Edinburgh, Sept. 19th 1834.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

John J. Audubon (1785-1851): autograph note dated Edinburgh, Augt 4th 1835.
Thomas Rickman (776-1841): pencil sketch Laughton en le Morthan church with accompanying inscription
and letter.
Thomas Frognall Dibdin (1776-1847): inscription signed and dated Edinburgh, Oct. 27, 1836.
Joseph Wolff (1795-1862): short inscription signed with three versions of his name!
Luigi Cherubini (1760-1842): autograph dated Paris 29 July, 1836.
Leaf signed by the singers Giovanni Battista Rubini (1794-1854); Luigi Lablache (1794-1858); Giulia Grisi
(1811-1869); Giuseppe De Begnis (1793-1848); and the virtuoso pianist Sigismond Thalberg (1812-1871),
dated by the latter Edinburgh 23rd of January 1838.
Susanna Hawkins (1787-1868): poem An adieu to Edinburgh city subjoined at end ‘To Mrs R Nasmyth,
The kind patroness of humble merit.’
Captain Basil Hall (1788-1844): long inscription together with a small pencil sketch on card of a boat
grounded on Lake Geneva taken with the help of a Camera Lucida, signed and dated Edinburgh, 19th
October, 1837.

ALBUM 2:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

[Jane] Nasmyth : pencil drawing on card heightened in white of the Rhine, dated 1848.
[Smyth, Elizabeth Philadelphia]: proof wood-engraving of The Muniment Room Hartwell House, 1852
initials E.P.S. together with other similar wood-engravings later in the album
Charles Doyne Sillery (1807-1837): manuscript poem ‘Tis sweet to love, when loved again’ six stanzas of 4
lines each and signed by the author.
Alexander Blaikley (1816-1903): a crayon and pencil portrait My Love She’s But A Lassie Yet heightened in
red and white chalk with signature in pencil – possibly a portrait of Mrs Nasmyth.
[Smyth, Elizabeth Philadelphia]: View in Wales watercolour initialled E.P.S.
[Charlotte Elliott] (1789-1871) poet : Leamington Peripatetics, 55 line comic poem in the authors hand.
[Henry Augustus Smyth]: pen and ink drawing of Edendale, Cumberland on blue papers initialled H.A.S.
[Edmund Thornton Crawford] (1806-1885) pencil sketch Part of the Field of Waterloo taken from a
sketch on the spot with the artist monogram and dated 1835.
Albert Smith (1816-1860): The Overland Mail poem of two stanzas of 4 lines signed and dated Edinburgh,
April 4, 1851.
V. Kvasinski: The Polish Mother by Adam Mickiewitz translation into English and dated Edinburgh June 11,
1849 – from a subjoined note the transcriber of these verses Kvasinski was very probably a Polish exile
living in Edinburgh.
John Jamieson (1759-1838): To Mrs Nasmyth humorous and self mocking 38 line poem signed and dated
Edinburg, Otr. 14Th 1843 with the lines ‘What have I done? - I’m but a man of words.’

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

[Charles Piazzi Smyth] (1819-1890): wood engraving of the Royal Observatory, Calton Hill Edinburgh,
1848 monogrammed CPS.
[Anon]: Song - “Wanted an Engineer”; Air “Wanted a Governor” humours song in five stanzas.
[Charles Piazzi Smyth]: Admiration cartoon monogrammed CPS and dated 1852.
[S.] Two poems Sonnet, To Autumn and To Fancy initialed ‘S’ and dated Dundee 1841.
E. H[orner]: dedicatory verses together with another poem later in the Album
William Upcott (1779-1845): Bachelor’s Fare six stanzas of each of four lines signed ‘William Upcott, Un
pauvre Misérable, London Institution, Finsbury Circus. August 22, 1833.’
Thomas Potter Cooke (1786-1864): quote from his role as Long Tom Coffin in Fitzball’s The Pilot signed
and dated Theatre Royal Edinburgh, Febr the 3rd, 1834.
William Tennant (1784-1848): Translation of the French Device on margin of the paper “tel fut l’Amour”
signed and dated Edinburgh 16th September 1834.
John Wilson Ewbank (1799-1847): oil sketch Old Watch Tower, fishing coast and another later in the
album Glen Coe.
Emile Marder de Gummersbach: manuscript poem in French Le Bonheur signed and dated 16 Aout, 1834.
James Sheridan Knowles (1784-1862): short quote, signed and dated, Edinburgh 18th Febry 1838.
[Charles Piazzi Smyth]: Sketches for Pictures which have never been painted, 19 small sketches in pencil
and watercolour two taken from Carlton Hill with the monogram CPS and dated 1852.
[Charles Piazzi Smyth]: Watercolour of Heidelberg Castle from the Rhine. unsigned and undated.
[Charles Piazzi Smyth]: Watercolour Poor little wretch! What can he understand? depicting a small child
with a dour father in church, monogrammed CPS and dated 1852.
George Birkbeck (1876-1841): Recollecting ‘undiminished warmth Mr Nasmyth as an acquaintance’ and
addressing the note ‘in the Album of his amiable relict’ signed and dated London June 18th, 1835 – clearly
Birkbeck got Mrs Nasmyth confused with the widow of the painter! with another correctly addressed
approbation in the first album dated two days later.
[Charles Piazzi Smyth]: loosely inserted humorous 7 page poem entitled Minerology, a poem in three
parts addressed to Mrs Nasmyth on how to classify her collection of stones, with the suggestion to put
them in a deal box and throw them into the Firth of Forth!

Together with several unidentified items, including poetry, sketches, a number of tickets to local events,
watercolours on rice-paper etc.
All in all, two quite remarkable and significant albums, providing an interesting snapshot of the connections of
the high society in Edinburgh and abroad in the first half of the nineteenth century.

NUN’S

ATTIRE

62. [NUN PANORAMA]. HAND-COLOURED PANORAMA FEATURING COSTUMES OF
EIGHTEEN NUNS. [Rome?] [c.1830].
£ 350

16mo, [107mm high, opening out to 1320 mm long]; folding hand-coloured lithographed panorama in 18
sections; folding into contemporary brown boards, a little chipped and worn, and then housed in a later
slipcase; a scarce and appealing item.
Attractive hand-coloured panorama showing eighteen different habits illustrating the main orders as they
appeared during the 1830s, possibly a souvenir picked up in Rome, the central market for this form of
illustrated guide to Catholic religious costumes.
The illustrations are titled “Oblata di Tor de’ Specchi”, “Monaca Olivetana”, “Monaca Filippina”, “Penitente di
S. Agostino”, “Monaca di S. Domenico”, “Carmelitana Scalza”, “Monaca di S. Brigida”, “Monaca Camaldolese”,
“Monaca Cisterciense”, “Cappuccina”, “Monaca Certosina”, “Religiosa Francescana detta Viva Sepolta”,
“Monaca della S.S. Annunziazione dette Turchine”, “Monaca Sagramentata”, “Religiosa Paolotta”, “Religiosa
Trinitaria”, “Monaca della Concezione” and “Monaca Orsolina”.

MIDLAND’S INFIRMARY

COMMANDEERED DURING

WW1

63. [NURSING]. ORIGINAL PHOTO ALBUM COMPILED BY A NURSE at the North Evington
War Hospital in Leicestershire during WW1, with photographs and postcards of the hospital, fellow
nurses and convalescing soldiers. [North Evington, c. 1916-18].
£ 450
Oblong folio [240mm x 320mm] containing 45 inserted photographs [most 80mm x 60mm], eight
photographic postcards and a further 10 photographs from a later date (c. 1930s) loosely inserted; in the
original cord bound brown album, lightly rubbed.
Interesting album of photographs, evidently compiled by a nurse working at the North Evington War Hospital
in Leicestershire, giving a brief glance at the workings of the hospital during WWI.
Built as the North Evington Poor Law Infirmary, the accommodation was opened in 1905, housing the infirm
poor and patients with tuberculosis, pneumonia and cancer, and continued to expand and develop in the early
years of the twentieth century. By early 1915, the challenge of WWI loomed over the hospital, the enormity
of events soon became clear with the hospital taken over in March of that year by the Royal Army Medical
Corps as a military hospital at which point it was renamed North Evington War hospital. The demand was so
great that the accommodation was increased from 512 to 1,010 by putting beds in marquees, replete with
wooden floors, in the grounds about the main buildings, though in truth one does not really get a sense of this
with the present group of photographs as they mainly depict the nursing staff, with occasional group shots of
wounded soldiers recuperating under their care. When the hospital was returned to the local authority in
1919, there had been 20,465 admissions, 7,808 operations and unfortunately 574 deaths.

REVEALING

THE

BANQUET

IN FULL SWING!

64. [OPTICAL PRINT]. SPOONER’S PROTEAN VIEWS, NO. 24. Guildhall - London, London:
William Spooner, 377 Strand. [1837].
£ 385
Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print 280 × 230 mm. (transforming when held to a
strong light), with lithograph mounted label mounted beneath, as usual.
The initial view, on being held to the light, gives way to a scene ‘Exhibiting the civic banquet for the Queen.’
The banquet is clearly the very grand and lavish event organised by the City of London when Queen Victoria
made her visit on the 9th November 1837. Protean View No. 15 of the procession through the City is clear a
companion piece to this view.

THE

YOUNG QUEEN REVIEWS HER TROOPS

65. [OPTICAL PRINT]. SPOONER’S TRANSFORMATIONS, NO. 9, The Queen on her Charger,
London, William Spooner, [1837].
£ 385
Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print (transforming when held to a strong light), with
printed mounted label mounted beneath, as usual, (light spotting and dsicolouration),
When held up to a strong light the scene changes to show the young Queen Victoria taking a review of the
Troops in Windsor Park on the 28th September 1837.

LIKELY

PRODUCED TO SATISFY THE DESIRES OF

WESTERN MALES

66. [PANORAMA - ISLAND OF WOMEN]. NYOGOGASHIMA. [Island of Women]. [Japan, n.d.,
c.1890?].
£ 2,750
Hand scroll measuring 290 x 3750mm, watercolour on linen, backed with paper, with a wooden strip at the
right end, and a bone roller at the left end, when wound up a cord holds it together, some soiling and
creasing, but still a very good example.
Scarce panorama illustrating the Nygogashima story, that had originated in the Japanese medieval period but
was also a prevalent fantasy running many other literary periods.
The scroll, from right to left, is divided into ten distinct scenes. Scene 1: Two men on the shore notice a third
man who is about to take his boat out to sea; Scene 2: The three men have taken the boat out to sea and are
fishing with rods. The sun is rising, or perhaps setting; Scene 3: In the night there is a dreadful storm. White
paint has been flicked at the scene to heighten the reality; Scene 4: The sea is becalmed. Five young women on
the shore attract the attention of the three men in their boat. The women are in a state of great excitement;
Scene 5: The three anglers kneel in a row, exhibiting their erect penises. They are all remarkably wellendowed. Three young women are impressed. This scene, and all the following scenes, are within, or looking
from, a luxurious building; Scene 6: One of the men makes love to one of the women (queen of the island)

who is only partially undressed; Scene 7: An orgy ensues. Two of the men seek to satisfy four of the young
women simultaneously; Scene 8: The orgy is over, for the women too soon. One woman holds an exhausted
man. She weeps. A second exhausted man is tended by three young women. One of them revives him with a
cup of tea. The third man receives attention from a wise old woman who holds his limp, yet still huge, penis.
He is also attended by a young weeping woman who is fully dressed, and who offers him medicine; Scene 9: A
night scene. Five naked women run along the shore. Four of them wave their arms in distress, the fifth weeps;
Scene 10: A continuation of the previous scene. The three anglers, only half dressed, make their escape,
running across the sand and leaping into their boat. The moon shines in the sky.
For the present hand scroll the narrative has been much simplified. It is likely it was produced in multiple
copies in a studio that existed to satisfy the tastes of Western males, and not designed for the domestic
market. Printed versions of the scroll were published later. The British Museum’s Japanese Department has a
more carefully finished version, a product surely of the same studio. In that version there is a strange shaped
rock in the scene where the anglers arrive on the island; to the left of the scene where the queen partakes in
love there is a phallic shrine; and in the orgy scene thirteen characters are energetically engaged rather than
six.
Originally the scroll would have had a silk cover, but this has been almost entirely worn away. Nevertheless,
still an appealing and rare item.

MRS. FITZHERBERT

OGLING JOHN

WILKES

67. [PANORAMA - SOCIETY LADIES]. [GILLRAY, John]. THE INSTALLATION - SUPPER, as
given at the Pantheon, by the Knights of the Bath on the 26th of May 1788. [James Gillray del.]
Published June 4th 1788, by S.W. Fores, No. 3, Piccadilly [London]. 1788.
£ 2,750
ROLLED PANORAMA. Hand coloured etching, measuring 280mm x 2110mm, consisting of four sheets
conjoined, backed with cloth, with names of those attending the supper added in ink and pencil in a
contemporary hand, titled ‘Celebrities of 1788 caricatured’ in ink on verso; lightly soiled and with some
creasing, but still a very appealing example.
Fabulous panorama depicting celebrities of the day at the Installation-Supper as given at the Pantheon, eating,
drinking and flirting, particularly desirable for showing the various society ladies.
‘A fantastic representation of the supper at the ball given by the eleven Knights of the Bath installed on 19 May
in Westminster Abbey. Full accounts appeared in the newspapers, and the scene depicted appears intended
for ‘the Prince of Wales, Duke of York, and a select party of their friends’ who ‘supped privately in the
cotillon room’ (‘London Chronicle’, 27 May 1788). The guests sit on each side of a long narrow table, scantily
provided with food, the bench on the near side of the table showing legs and feet in characteristic attitudes.
The design, long as it is, shows only a section of the table, the ends not appearing’ (see
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/).

Ladies attending include ‘Mrs. Hastings’, ‘Miss Jeffery’, ‘Lady Buckinghamshire’, and ‘Lady Salisbury’. Also
depicted is Maria Fitzherbert (1756-1837), long-time companion of the future George IV, who is seen ogling
the English radical, journalist, and politician, John Wilkes (1727-1797). A few of the people identified are not
identified by Dorothy George in ‘Catalogue of Political and Personal Satires in the British Museum’, VI, 1938,
(e.g. Sir W. Hamilton), or are identified differently.
BM Satires 7330.

PARISIAN
68.

LADY’S AT LEISURE

[PARIS PEEPSHOW]. OPTIQUE NO. 10 - LES TUILERIES. [Alphonse Giroux?] [c. 1830].£
£ 1,850

Concertina-folding peepshow with four cut-out sections. Front-face measures 130 x 190 mm. Peepshow
extends, by paper bellows (top and bottom) to approximately 500 mm; housed in original slip-case with
original printed label with a decorative printed label ‘Optique No. 10, Les Tuileries’ Booksellers ticket
‘Werner Rue Vivienne No 2 bis, Paris’.
Fine peepshow of the Tuileries garden in Paris, particularly appealing for its depiction of Parisian lady’s at
leisure in a variety of situations: out with their husbands, playing with children, walking their dog, being
courted by gentlemen or just idly gossiping to a friend.

The front-face consists of a view of the Arc du Carrousel with the Louvre behind and with staffage. In the
lower area is square peep-hole with a small circular peep-hole on either side. The shutters behind these holes
retract as the peepshow is extended.
The actual peepshow consists of the view from a point just east of the Basin Rond looking down to avenue towards
the Basin Octagonal, and then beyond across the Place de la Concorde and up the Champs Elysées to the Arc de
Triomphe. The Obélisque, which arrived in Paris in 1833 and was erected in October 1836, is not yet shown in
position in the Place de la Concorde. The tricolour is shown flying above a plinth there. The small peepholes provide
views of avenues used by pedestrians, the one to the right particularly crowded.
Gestetner-Hyde 33.

A PRIMA DONNA REGULARISES HER MARRIAGE
69. [PATTI, Adelina]. CRAIG-Y-NOS. Souvenir Offert a Madame Adelina Patti Par son très-dévoué
Léon Estor. [Paris? 1886].
£ 850
4to; 10 cabinet photographs with gilt edges mounted in cream boards; watered silk endpapers containing a
presentation inscription in gilt; original brown calf bevelled boards the upper cover mounted with four
decorative pewter corner pieces and a central monogram.
The album records the visit by Léon Estor to Craig-y-nos, the vast Welsh ‘castle’ that the prima donna
Adelina Patti chose as her home.
The first few photographs were taken in the Winter-garden at Craig-y-nos where Patti was want to
promenade with her guests among tropical plants, whilst exotic birds flew within. These show Patti very
probably in her wedding dress of blue silk with lace trimmings, together with a bouquet. Other poses also
taken in the winter-garden include one with her sister the prima donna Carlotta Patti (c. 1840-1889); and
another probably with Estor and his wife[?] The other photographs show various views of castle and grounds,
still somewhat bare as Patti had only begun to establish the garden a few years earlier after her purchase of
the property.
Estor is a slightly mysterious character who seems to have edited a newspaper, presided as a juror for various
exhibitions and was an agent for ceramics, however his connection with Patti is not so mysterious. After her
acrimonious divorce from her first husband the Marquess of Caux in 1885, to whom Patti had to relinquish
half her fortune, she married as her second husband the French tenor Ernesto Nicolini (1834-1898). This
marriage was done with scandalous haste at Budapest as Nicolini had also only just divorced from his wife on
the 12th Nov 1885. It was here that Léon Estor comes into the narrative, as he had been one of Nicolini’s
witnesses at the finalisation of the divorce. Whilst the second marriage was recognised in most European
countries it would seem that it was not thought good enough for British sensibilities. To regularise her union
the couple arrived at Swansea and a civil ceremony was conducted at the French Counsel before a religious
ceremony was conducted at the local Ystradgunlais Church. This had some 400 hundred guests attending,
together with 1000 local children with triumphal arches ‘as an acknowledgement of Madame Patti’s kindness
to the poor in the neighbourhood.’ Probably a charitable donation that helped to turn a blind eye to the
irregularity of conjoined divorcees.
Doubtless Nicolini asked his friend Estor over for the wedding although he is curiously absent from the
photographs. We suspect that the portraits were taken on the morning before the nuptials and is a record of
the events leading up to the marriage that would in any case be recorded in more official photographs.

‘DECIDEDLY RUDYARD KIPLINGESQUE’
70. PENNY, Fanny Emily. THE ROMANCE OF A NAUTCH GIRL. A Novel. By Mrs. Frank Penny.
London, Swan Sonnenschein & Co. Ltd, Paternoster Square. 1898.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 359, [1] blank; in original blue publisher’s buckram, with Art Nouveau design to
upper board, lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed, but still a very good copy.
Scare first edition of this Anglo-Indian novel by ‘the first of the early romancers’, Fanny Penny.
A contemporary review describes the work as giving ‘sketches of Anglo-Indian life in the Deccan and one or
two touches here and there show the writer’s sympathy for the natives and persons of mixed blood’. Another
review is slightly more enthusiastic stating that it is ‘as exciting from beginning to end as it is accurate in
delineation … decidedly Rudyard Kiplingesque in its restrained power.’
Fanny Emily Penny (1847-1939) was the daughter of the Rev. John Farr and Emily Caroline Cobbold,
interestingly her great uncle Richard Cobbold was also a novelist. In 1877, she married the Rev. Frank Penny
and the couple moved to Madras, India, where her husband was the chaplain for the Madras Ecclesiastical
Establishment. While in India Penny contributed articles on Indian life for the Madras Mail and when in 1888
the couple moved to the Nilgiri Hills where she met novelist Bithia Mary Croker who encouraged Penny in
writing fiction. A few years later, Penny’s first novel Caste and Creed (1890) was published followed by
something like another thirty books, many of which included Indian characters and settings. Early in the
twentieth century, the family moved to Ealing, where she later died in 1939.
OCLC records three copies in North America, at Stanford, Wisconsin Madison and Illinois; see Attar: The
British Raj Novels: A Colonial Hangover.

71. PERKINS, Mrs. E.E. ELEMENTS OF DRAWING AND FLOWER PAINTING, IN OPAQUE
AND TRANSPARENT WATER-COLOURS, London, T. Hurst, 1834.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. xvi including half-title, 50, [4] advertisemnets, folding holograph approbation
letter, pp. 17-21 with 18 colour samples in the text, 13 litho. outline plates (numbered II-XIV including one
folding), hand-coloured frontispiece and two hand-coloured plates with tissue guards, [the numbering of the
plates is muddled - the text states that plate 1-6 should be lessons 1-6 but no ‘plate 1’ was published, and
plates 2-7 are captioned for lessons 1-6; so all is well despite the confusion]; original publisher’s cloth, lettered
and tooled in gilt on the upper cover.

A delightful and comprehensive treatise aimed towards the novice flower painter.
In her ‘Explanatory Introduction’ Perkins’ ‘is persuaded that those who may honor her little work with their
attention will enter on its study much more advantageously when aquatinted with the motives and views with
which it has been prepared. Though “mind has no sex,” yet the usual and necessary forms of society restrain
females from many pursuits which are open to the competition of the other sex. Happily, however, the
unbounded field of nature and the elegant resources of art are, to a considerable extent, open to them’
(p.viii).
The five chapters begin with ‘sitting to draw, light and how to hold
the pencil; restrain too eager an inclination to commence colours;
recommendations for outlining leaves, doubts of capacity, doubts
relieved; connecting leaves to stem and blossom; and a long chapter
divided into sections on imitation materials, order ‘Hooker’s greens’
transparent colours, mixing colours and all other aspects in refining a
students work.
The work was dedicated to the Duchess of Kent and a letter from
her comptroller, Sir John Conroy, is reproduced in facsimile. Perkins
produced several other works, The Elements of Botany London,
1837 - this latter work dedicated to both the Duchess of Kent and
her daughter Princess Victoria with copies now held at Windsor
Castle although the latter is a presentation copy to Lady Conway.
That the overbearing Conway’s were dismissed by Victoria on her
accession to the throne may have damaged Perkins career
somewhat, although it is quite probable that the works were used by
the Princess Victoria.
Here is a conundrum: almost every reference ascribe the Elements
to Miss Elizabeth Steele Perkins (1797-1864) of Sutton Coalfield, but
this is wrong. Although Miss E.S. Perkins published a work containing colour plates of flowers, Flora and
Pomona’s Fête at the same period as our author in very definitely Mrs E.E. Perkins. The few contemporary
advertisements we have located have her as a ‘Professor of Flower Painting’ and living at Chelsea. Mrs Perkins
also wrote a work on Cryptography, a French Pearl Pronouncing Dictionary and Lithographic Drawings of
Covehith under the T. Hurst imprint. Her husband, also an author wrote on Haberdashery and Hoisery, and
we suspect too a guide to archery and other anonymous works all hovering under the Thomas Hurst imprint.
After a flurry of activity our two authors disappear, so we wonder if they emigrated, was Mrs Perkins French?
did the unfortunate connection with Conroy and the Duchess of Kent damage her business? More research is
clearly needed to disentangle the Perkins publications and give her reassert her identity.
OCLC records three copies in the US, at Yale, UCLA and the Western Reserve Historical Society library in Ohio.

INCLUDING

A RINGBINDER OF RESEARCH MATERIAL

72. PHILLIPS, Mary THE MILITANT SUFFRAGE CAMPAIGN
IN PERSPECTIVE … Foreward by The Right Hon. Lord PethickLawrence. Printed in Great Britain by Latimer Trend & Co. Ltd.,
Printers - Plymouth. 1957.
£ 250
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 15, [1]; stapled as issued in the original

printed wraps, lightly sunned; together with a folder of research
material.
Uncommon first edition of the suffragette, feminist and socialist Mary
Phillips’ privately printed pamphlet telling ‘in a concise form the story
of the “Votes for Women Campaign”’ and explaining ‘the reasoned
policy on which it was based.’
Included with the pamphlet is a fat ringbinder of research material
(much of it photocopied from diverse sources) relating to Mary
Phillips (1880-1969), successively organizer for the WSPU, the East
London Federation of the Suffragettes, the United Suffragists, the
New Constitutional Society for Women’s Suffrage, the Women’s
International League and the Save the Children Fund. The research
material concentrates on her suffrage activity.
OCLC: 6088605.

ADVICE

FROM A

DUCHESS

TO HER

SON

ON THE WILES OF WOMEN

73. PICCOLOMINI, Augusta Caterina. AVVERTIMENTI DI AUGUSTA CATERINA
PICCOLOMINI PETRA Duchessa del Vastogirardi ad Ugone Petra suo figlio. In Firenze. MDCCLXV
[1765].
£ 1,350
FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [viii], 64; with engraved frontispiece portrait of the author; lightly foxed throughout
due to paper stock; in contemporary vellum, spine lettered in gilt, apart from a few minor marks, a handsome
and appealing copy.

First edition of this very rare compendium of advice in verse from Augusta Piccolomini, to her son Hugh, on
the subject of virtue, vice and truth, the wiles of women, and the limitations of the desire to please,
accompanied by a prefatory letter by Leonardo Marsili.
Piccolomini, a member of one of the most prominent Sienese families and the Duchess of Vastogirardo,
appears not to have written any further works, beyond a letter to Cardinal Enea Silvio Piccolomini on the
occasion of his elevation to the Sacra Porpora. The present work proved popular with further editions in
1767, 1779 and 1784.
Ferri p. 287; OCLC records two copies in the Netherlands, and one each in Germany, Switzerland and the
UK; ICCU adds three copies in Italian libraries.

HANDBILL
74.

FOR A HOUSE OF ILL REPUTE

[PROSTITUTION]. OLD DAME RACKET. Newcastle: Printed by Edw. Walker. [n.d., c. 1807].
£ 300
HANDBILL, 165mm x 120mm, printed on

recto only, some minor staining and
tipped on to later album leaf with mss
inscription at head, ‘a handbill of
Bertram Mitford’s Esq. as Dame Racket
at a masquerade at Job Bulman’s Esq. in
the year 1807’
Rare survival of this handbill for a house
of ill repute in Newcastle in the early
years of the nineteenth century.
Apparently unrecorded, we have been
unable to find another printed example
for this establishment.

PURE QUACKERY

FROM

‘THE MASTER MASSEUR’

75. ROWE, William Francis Hannaway. THE WOMAN being a Treatise on Female Ailments and
their cure by Massage. compiled by W. Hannaway Rowe (The Master Masseur) Liverpool: Printed by
Grant & Cannell, 11, Breck Road. 1895.
£ 285
SECOND EDITION. 8vo, pp. [i-iii] iv, [5]-67, lxviii-lxix, [3], (i.e pp. 72) two illustrations of ‘pelvic viscera’ and
‘relations of the bladder to the uterus’; original printed pink wrappers, spots of foxing but otherwise fine.
Pure quackery, but a rare survival when medicine, patent pills and other forms of cure were still not properly
legislated on or known.
Rowe also produced another work of a similar nature under the title Massage: An exhaustive treatise on
diseases and Its Cure by Masso-Therapeutics, however our work, as its title suggests was aimed at ‘Female
Ailments’ and especially ‘addressed to mothers only.
Chapter headings include ‘Massage and female diseases’; ‘The First Change - Menstrual Phenomena’;
‘Obstruction of the Menses’; ‘Change of life’; ‘How to perform massage’; and ‘Face massage’. Rowe ‘at once
unhesitatingly recommends’ that a woman on discovering that she is pregnant rub ‘over the whole region of
the abdomen (the belly) and the loins, using my “Unguent;” and to keep the bowels regular, as well as to tone
them up, and free the patient from pain, I would strongly recommend daily doses of my internal remedy
known as “The Master Masseur’s Vivi,”’ Unusually there is a chapter on ‘Preventatives’ including his own
pessary sold in boxed at 3 shillings a dozen that was intended to be ‘pushed up well and high into the Vagina a
few minutes - about - five before connection.’ Apparently these could be had off the Anti-Agnecial Council, an
advert with their address at the end of the work.

Having learnt the tricks of the American medicine-shows ‘Sequah’, whose real name was William Hartley,
brought the experience to Britain around 1887. Using guise of a Native American, an electric light bulb
strapped to his head, Sequah would open his show by extracting teeth at an alarming rate whilst a brass band
drowned out any cries. As his enterprise grew William Rowe was soon recruited as a second Sequah. Born in
1841 Rowe appears to have been a herbalist and dentist before his elevation to the stage. Such was the
success that a company was formed, Sequah Ltd., and by 1890 no less than twenty-three Sequahs were on the
road in Britain. Clearly things were getting crowded and Rowe went to Madras in 1891 to exploit the
company’s potential. It was probably in India that he learnt to be a ‘Master Masseur.’ In any case when Rowe
returned from India in 1894 and ‘found he had lost his money in Sequah Ltd, [he] went on the music-hall stage
and, in his own words, “gave what the public asked for and demanded: public dental exhibitions.” [a personal
note here from your cataloguer, my father remembered, when a boy living in deepest rural Staffordshire of
the 1920’s, witnessing such a fairground act of teeth extraction with the added fascination of a metal bucket
full of teeth].
In 1899, having been successfully prosecuted by a music-hall agent for non-payment of money owing, Rowe
went up to the plaintiff in the smoke-room of a nearby hotel, called him a scoundrel, a liar, a gaolbird, and a
music-carrier, threw the contents of a glass over him, struck him in the face, and earned himself a conviction
for assault. From 1905 to 1911, he worked as a medical botanist at 133 St Mary Street, Southampton and by
1916 gave his address as Foster’s Dental Surgery, Selby, Yorks.’ (Schupbach).
Not in OCLC; for an interesting account of this period see:- W. Schupbach: Sequah: An English “American
Medicine” -Man in 1890 in Medical History, 1985, 29: 272-317.

INDISPENSABLE

HANDBOOK FOR THE HOUSEMAID

76. SARGEANT, Anne Maria. THE HOUSEMAID’S COMPLETE GUIDE and Adviser: or, The best
and most easy methods of arranging and performing all the business of the housemaid, in respectable
families. Describing the duties of her situation, the work which is required to be done, and directing
the proper way, as well as the proper time, for doing it. London: Dean & Son, 11, Ludgate Hill.
[1854].
£ 150
12mo, pp. iv, 5-72; apart from a few minor marks in places, a clean copy throughout; stitched as issued in the
original printed wraps, upper wrapper depicting a housemaid busy at work, rather soiled and worn, spine
missing, but binding holding, some chipping to extremities.

New edition ‘carefully revised and corrected’ after the first of the
previous year, of this indispensable guide for the housemaid.
Instructions provided include how to prepare the table for various
meals of the day, to clean carpets, polishing furniture and washing
up china, to iron correctly, to help the family when suffering illness,
as well as the proper way to deliver messages, cards and notes. On
cleaning up in a library or study the author warns ‘you must never
destroy papers, without permission; mischief may be done even by
moving them’ (p. 38).
The author, Anne Maria Sargeant (1809/10-1852) wrote poetry and
other miscellaneous works often published under the Dean imprint;
in her preface she notes that she has also written a companion
work, the Maid-of-all-work’s complete guide. We know she
probably grew up on the Isle of Wight and further in Gentleman’s
Magazine for 1852 we really do not know much more about her:
‘18th April … In London, aged 42, Anna Maria Sargeant, for some
years past one of the contributors to “Chambers’ Journal,” “The
Belle Assemblée” and author of several works on education, &c.’
She was buried at London’s at Abney Park cemetery but her first
name had somehow transmogrified to ‘Anna.’
OCLC records four copies, two in the UK at Cambridge and the
BL, two in the US, at Yale and NYPL.

FROM

A FAMILY OF AUTHORS, BOOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHERS

77. SAUNDERS, Katherine. GIDEON’S ROCK and Other Tales … London, Henry S. King & Co.,
1874.
£ 285
FIRST EDITION THUS. 8vo, pp. [vi], 306, 33 adverts, [1] imprint;
original brown cloth on bevelled boards, lettered and decorated in
black and gilt, foot of spine chipped, and corners rubbed, but still an
appealing copy.
First edition thus, the title story, Gideon’s Rock, having originally
been published in Good Cheer, the special Christmas number of
Good Words in 1870. As far as we are aware, the other tales, Old
Matthew’s Puzzle, Gentle Jack, Uncle Ned and The Retired
Apothecary appear here for the first time.
Unfortunately we have only been able to find scant information on
the author, Katherine Saunders (1841-1894). She married the Rev.
Richard Cooper in 1876 and authored at least eight other works,
including Margaret and Elizabeth (1873); Joan Merryweather (1874);
The High Mills (1875); Sebastian (1878) and Heart Salvage (1884).
Sadly she predeceased, by a year, her father, novelist and dramatist,
John Saunders (1810-1895), author of some eighteen novels and
tales. He is perhaps best known for founding The People’s Journal
in 1846, one of the earliest of illustrated papers. He was certainly
admired and respected by his contemporaries, Tennyson, amongst
others, characterising him as ‘a man of true dramatical genius.’
OCLC records five copies, at the BL, Oxford, Cambridge and NLS
in the UK, and the State library of New South Wales in Australia.

BEDSIDE TEACHING
78. [SCHOOLMISTRESS]. THE TRUE HISTORY OF
JENNY HICKLING, a Schoolmistress of Leicestershire.
London, Printed for the Booksellers, and sold by M. Turner,
Bookseller, Beverley. [n.d., c. 1820].
£ 150
12mo, pp. 8; with woodcut of a classroom scene on title; top outer
corners a little creased; in recent marbled wraps.
Scarce printing of this short tale of hope in the face of adversity,
recounting the sufferings of Jenny Hickling (1747-1822),
schoolmistress in Wimeswold, Leicestershire. ‘Seized by the palsy’
from the age of thirteen which ‘deprived her of the use of her
limbs’, she ‘derived considerable instruction and comfort from
reading religious books, particularly the Pilgrim’s Progress,
eventually finding her calling to open a school.
‘Surrounded with more than thirty children, whom she regularly
taught to read, to knit, to sew, and to mark, it is truly wonderful
how a person so circumstanced, a cripple, confined to her bed, and
totally unable to rise from it, should be able to keep up the sort of
authority necessary among so many children, some of whom were
probably rude, and ungoverned at home; but such is the fact’ (pp.
3-4).
Not in OCLC.

STIRRING

UP THE WOMEN OF

ENGLAND

79. [SCOTT, Margaret Eleanor]. WOMAN’S WORK IN PROMOTING THE CAUSE OF
HYGIENE. Co-operation with Men. [Drophead title]. [Jarrold and Sons, Printers, Norwich,
Yarmouth, and London. [1891].
£ 85
8vo, pp. 8; lightly dust-soiled; stitched and disbound, as issued,
though perhaps missing the original printed wrapper.
Scarce first appearance of this paper read by Margaret Eleanor
Scott at the International Congress on Hygiene and Demography
in London in 1891. Set out in four sections, headed ‘Co-operation
with Men’; ‘Women’s work outside the home, as nurses,
teachers, lecturers on hygiene, &c.’; ‘Public organisations for
promoting hygiene’ and concluding with a final section ‘Women’s
possible work as factory inspectresses, where women, girls, and
children are employed’.
‘Though not themselves eligable for seats on local sanitary boards,
in women’s hands the health of the nation lies. May we not hope
that the impetus given to the cause of health by this congress will
be instrumental in stirring up those women of England who may
not yet have realised the responsibilities which are theirs - theirs
by right - responsibilities which may be classed, indeed, as the
highest privileges, and the noblest of all women’s rights, the
exercise of which will beneficially affect, not only their immediate
circle, but humanity at large’ (pp. 7-8).
OCLC records two copies, at Duke and the Wellcome.

‘SOLD

BY

MADAME RICHARD’

80. SCOTT, Walter. IVANHOE, a Romance. By the author of
Waverley. In two volumes. Vol. I [-II]. Third Edition. Paris, sold by
Madame Richard, rue Neuve de Seine, No. 54. 1821.
£ 275
FIRST EDITION PUBLISHED IN FRANCE? Two volumes, 8vo, pp.
xxv, [i] blank, 309, [1] blank; [iv], 356; lightly foxed and marked in
places, otherwise clean; bound in contemporary half calf over marbled
boards, rather rubbed and worn, head and tails chipped, with loss at
head of vol. I, evidence of worming to upper boards, and corners
rubbed, but still a good copy.
Scarce English edition printed in Paris by ‘Madame Richard’, a year after
the original. At the time it was written it represented a shift by Scott
away from fairly realistic novels set in Scotland in the comparatively
recent past, to a somewhat fanciful depiction of medieval England. It has
proved to be one of the best known and most influential of Scott’s
novels.
Another English edition, published by Didot and Galignani, also
appeared in 1821.
Todd 140Ra; OCLC records four copies, three in France and one in
the Netherlands.

DEMONSTRATING

HER POLITICAL AND LITERARY ASTUTENESS

81. SEWARD, Anna. LETTERS OF ANNA SEWARD: Written between the years 1784 and 1807.
In Six Volumes. Vol I [-VI.] Edinburgh: printed by George Ramsay & Company, for Archibald
Constable and Company, Edinburgh; and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, William Miller,
and John Murray, London. 1811.
£ 950
FIRST EDITION. Six volumes, 8vo, pp. xv, [i] blank, 399; viii, 399; viii, 397; vii, [i] blank, 397; vii, [i] blank, 432;
vii, [i] blank, 390, xiv index, engraved portrait frontispieces to volumes I and II, engraved landscape
frontispiece to volume III, facsimile letter tipped into volume I; bound in contemporary full calf by B. Frye of
Manchester (label on front free endpaper), boards with gilt rolled borders and central geometrical blind panel,
spines gilt with red morocco labels lettered and numbered in gilt, some wear to head and tails, otherwise a
handsome and very appealing copy.

A handsome set of the first collected edition of Anna Seward’s
Letters. Seward had originally asked Scott to edit her works after
her death, which he did in the case of her poetry ‘most of which is
absolutely execrable’, published in 1810. However, he refused point
blank to edit her letters, although he did persuade Constable to
allow him make some specific cuts to the more compromising
passages in the letters prior to publication.
Seward, ‘The Swan of Lichfield’, demonstrates in this selection of
about five hundred letters, her political and literary astuteness as
well as her personal involvement with some of the leading figures of
the day. Her correspondents include James Boswell, Mrs. Piozzi,
Helen Maria Williams, William Hayley, Walter Scott and Robert
Southey.
Including a preface by Archibald Constable, to whom the letters
were left for publication by Seward herself.
Duval, Scott and his Scotland, 1030; OCLC: 780954.

GOOD

SOLID FARE

82. SHAW, Beatrice. COOKERY OF THE DAY. 120 Tested Recipes. By Beatrice L. Shaw, First
Class Diplomee. Nottingham: James Bell, Printer, Carlton Street. 1894.
£ 125
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vi, 62, [5] advertisements, [1] blank; in the original publisher’s cloth backed printed

boards, lightly dust-soiled and corners rubbed, but still a good copy.
Scarce first edition of this collection of recipes by Beatrice Shaw, ‘First Class Diplomee’, published, as she
states in her preface, because she has ‘been asked so many times at my lectures for a book of my own
recipes’. She ventures further that ‘these recipes are original, and I think I may venture to say perfectly
reliable’ (p. iii). The recipes are set out in six sections: Soups, Fish, Meats, Savoury Sauces, Sweet Sauces and
Pastry & Sweets, offering good solid fare (rather than anything extravagant) for the Victorian household.
OCLC records one copy, at the BL.

ROSA’S

SHOPPING TRIP TO

COVENT GARDEN

83. [SHOPPING]. THE KIND UNCLE AND HIS DOG GANGES. London: Printed for Harvey and
Darton, Gracechurch-Street. 1828.
£ 950
8vo, [173 x 150 mm.] pp. 29, [1] Imprint, [2] advertisement; hand coloured cut on title and 12 hand coloured
cuts on six leaves; original brown floral embossed cloth lettered with title in gilt, lightly sunned but still a near
fine copy.
A delightful work illustrating a trip by a little girl called Rosa accompanied by her mother to Covent Garden
Market, including much moralising on the dissipated state of some of the stall holders and the equally poor
condition of some of their clientele.
The work begins with with Rosa and her mama walking to Covent Garden. ‘“I’ve not forgot,” mamma
exclaim’d, / To get you all the plants you’ve named; / Nor yet to go to Covent Garden. / Where you will wish
to wander far in;’ (p. 5). ‘Surprise o’er spread her alter’d face, /To find no garden! and no trees! / To see old
Women shelling peas; / And children, dirty little imps, / squat on the ground, and picking shrimps!’ (p. 6).
In all Rosa has a quick learning curve as sharp vendors, thieves, women smoking pipes and the odd drunk
pepper the little girls experience of the lower classes. Mother and daughter stop to hear a story of The Kind
Uncle and his Dog of the title, this is introduced into the narrative by a stallholder who tells of his shipwreck
and the rescue of two nephews with the aid of his dog. Quite incidentally our versifier introduces the lines ‘To
barter broadcloth, England’s pride, / And Wedgewood’s ware, and tin beside, / for cotton, coffee, figs, and
plums, / And fruit too, that from Corinth comes’ thus showing something of the mercantile enterprise going in
this period of British trade. The work ends with some moral verses that explains the ‘That life’s a varied scene
of joy and woe, / Of wealth and poverty, where’er you go.’(p. 29).
Darton [G1] records the British Museum copy [lacking covers], and two copies in private collections; OCLC
records copies at the BL and the Bodleian in the UK, and at the Morgan, NYPL and Toronto in North
America.

TALKING FLOWERS
84. SMITH, C[aroline] M[ary]. EVA AND HER PLAYFELLOWS. A book of entertainment for the
By C. M. Smith. London: Dean and Son, 11 Ludgate Hill. [n.d., c. 1860].
£ 125

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. [iv], 255, [1] blank, [4] advertisements; errata leaf tipped in at end; with four hand

coloured illustrations, including a title-page and frontispiece; in the original blindstamped red publisher’s cloth,
spine and upper board stamped and lettered in gilt, alittle faded, but still an appealing copy.
Uncommon first edition of these juvenile stories of talking flowers, intended to teach botany.
Issued as No. 4 of ‘Dean’s 2s. 6d. Present Books’ we have been unable to find much further information on
the author, Caroline Mary Smith, beyond that she wrote a triple decker novel for an adult audience, Magdalen
Havering: Being Chapters in the History of a Family (1860). We have however been able to identify the artist
as James Vine Barret (1822-1868), who illustrated a number of other books for Dean & Son.
Wolff 6426: Osborne p. 837; OCLC: 5703834.

‘SKETCHED

ON THE

SPOT’

AND LIKELY IN CONFINEMENT

85. SMITH, Emily Genevieve. A PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE CITY OF FUNCHAL IN THE
ISLAND OF MADEIRA, Sketched on the Spot by Mrs. Reginald Southwood Smith… Executed in the
Tinted Style of Lithography by L. Haghe Esq. Lithographer to the Queen. Weymouth, Published by B.
Benson … D. Bogue … London, R. Innes, Funchal, Madeira, 1844.
£ 2,500
FIRST EDITION. Slim oblong 4to, title page, dedication, list of subscribers and page of descriptive text, tinted
lithographic panoramic view 28 x 111cm, printed by Louis Hague, folded concertina-style and backed with
contemporary linen, some overall spotting; contemporary roan backed cloth with publishers gilt morocco
label to upper board.
The reason for the publication appears in the main to have been due to the Religious antagonism on the island
during the 1840’s.
It seems that the health of Emily Smith (1817-1877) husband was her reason to visit Madeira. The Rev.
Reginald Smith, had suspected tuberculosis around 1840 and the Smith’s, after no improvement to his heath at
Ventnor, on the Isle of Wight, travelled on to Madeira, arriving there sometime in the middle of October
1841. The couple with their three children (another nine were to follow including Harriet who was born on
the island in March 1843), and two maids lived at Madeira for two years, during which period Reginald’s health
was to improve.

The tranquillity on Madeira was somewhat disordered by the proselytising of Dr. Robert Reid Kalley to the
poor in the island. A Scottish physician with a heart for Christian missions, Kalley raised funds by charging rich
Catholics exorbitant amounts for his services and giving free medicine and education to the poor. The
Portuguese authorities began to question his motives, more so when two Portuguese converts took
communion. The two were brought before the court and charged with apostasy and then excommunicated.
Eventually violence broke out between the two religious denominations [have we learn nothing I hear you say]
and by 1846 the Protestant community, now in fear of their lives, were forced off the island and had to
emigrate, first to Trinidad and then to Illinois in the USA!
Emily’s view is taken from the official residence of the governor of Madeira ‘Quinta Angustias’, it was here,
incidentally, that the mob were to beat the living daylights out of a group of thirty to forty Calvinists when
uncontrollable violence erupted on the 2nd August 1846. Emily shows the still peaceful setting of early 1843,
probably taken before or whilst in confinement. Illustrating a panoramic scene the view is described with titles
at the foot of each section: The Peak Fort, Funchal, Madeira – Funchal, looking towards the Roxinna Ravine –
The Bay of Funchal.
The Smiths left the Island for England in October 1844 before the violent clashes. In Alfred Hewlett’s

Troubles and Martyrdom of the Rev. George Marsh … in 1555 (London, 1844) is subjoined a letter from
Kalley to the Rev. Reginald Smith in which he recounts his current persecution. Clearly, although not
Presbyterians, Emily and Reginald, who incidentally had three brother who had taken the cloth, were however
strong supporters of Protestant missions and so were necessary fund raiser for this Madeira cause. The
unsettled situation, which they no doubt witnessed on the island, was justification for issuing this Panoramic
View. No hint of this is given in the text provided by Emily, probably to avoid any difficulties for Robert Innes
who had subscribed 30 copies. He was Secretary to the Scotch Church on the island and thus candidate for
the distribution of copies.
Despite the subscription list totalling almost 300 copies, the panorama is exceedingly scarce; probably most
copies were supplied in sheets and have not survived so well as the present copy, here backed in linen.
Abbey, Life, 563; OCLC records two copies, at the Biblioteca de Arte Calouste Gulbenkian in Portugal, and
The Morgan in the US; a second edition was published later in the same year (one copy in OCLC, at the
Mariners Museum library in the US); not in COPAC.

INCLUDING

A DEMONSTRATION BY

WW1 W O M E N F I R E F I G H T E R S

86. [STONE HOUSE HOSPITAL]. ALBUM OF PHOTOGRAPHS DEPICTING STONE HOUSE
HOSPITAL. Dartford, 1910-1923.
£ 1,750
Album, [50] leaves; containing 93 gelatin silver prints, in pre-cut window mounts, visible images 6 x 8 inches
(15.3 x 20.3 cm.), many dated and/or with manuscript captions on paper labels; seven windows empty and a
few prints faded but otherwise very good; green cloth-covered boards; some staining to boards, wear at
extremities, particularly at the foot of spine and cracked at the joints, but holding.

A fascinating insight into life at Stone House Hospital, a psychiatric hospital in South East London.
Stone House Hospital (originally the City of London Pauper Lunatic Asylum) was built between 1862 and 1866 to
provide care for mentally ill patients in London who were unable to pay for their own treatment. Stone House’s
grounds, at first 33 acres, were expanded over time to encompass 140 acres and from 1880 included a working
farm, which aimed to provide a healthy outdoor working environment for patients. Later additions included an
expanded female wing and a separate hospital building for patients with infectious diseases. Private patients were
admitted to the hospital from 1st January 1892 at a cost of £1 per week. They were kept in separate wards,
allowed to wear their own clothes and received better quality food. The income generated from the admission of
private patients funded further improvements and extensions to Stonehouse into the twentieth century. The
hospital became known as City of London Mental Hospital from 1924 and Stone House Hospital from 1948.
Stonehouse was eventually closed in 2005 (dartfordhospitalhistories.org.uk and lma.gov.uk). A notable patient
was the poet Ivor Gurney, who resided at the hospital from 1922 until his death in 1937.
The prints offer an evocative overview of Stone House’s architecture, facilities and layout. The album includes
interior views of the hospital’s dining hall, recreation room, nursing corridor, engine room and chapel, images
somewhat haunting and redolent through their absence of human presence. External views show Stone
House’s Tudor revival exterior, the female hospital block, the Superintendent’s house, chapel and various
views of the hospital’s grounds and gardens. From the photograph’s hand-written captions it is apparent much
of the hospital’s outdoor space was segregated into male and female areas. Stone House’s nursing staff are
posed in group portraits and at leisure playing croquet, with two portraits of the hospital’s committee, taken
to commemorate the unveiling of the new chapel organ in 1912. Various prints show patients engaged in
organised leisure activities and celebrations, such as team cricket and hockey, aboard a minibus about to
depart on a picnic outing and a patient and staff fancy dress party. One of the images of the sports teams is
captioned ‘convalescent soldiers cricket team July 3rd 1915’ and therefore probably features soldiers
experiencing psychological difficulties as a result of fighting in World War One.
Of special note are the prints which portray a training exercise of the Dartford Women’s Fire Brigade held at
the hospital. They date from circa 1914-1918, when women began to fill roles created through the large
numbers of men being conscripted into fighting for WW1. Among the views are prints of women in uniform
pushing a fire ladder on wheels and a hose on wheels, several prints of women scaling a ladder propped
against Stone House’s exterior holding a cumbersome looking hose, women shooting water at one of the
hospital’s outbuildings and two firewomen carrying victims out of the fictitious burning building. Film footage
of this training at Stone House Hospital is held by the British Pathe archive (https://
www.britishpathe.com/video/women-fire-fighters).
LATE WORK BY

MRS. BRIDGET BLUEMANTLE

87. THOMAS, Elizabeth. THE GEORGIAN; or, the Moor of Tripoli: and other poems … London:
C.A. Bartlett, 32, Paternoster Row; 1847.
£ 300
FIRST EDITION, ASSOCIATION COPY? 8vo, pp. [iv], 127, [1] blank; apart from a few minor spots, a clean
copy throughout; in the original green blindstamped publishers cloth, spine lettered in gilt, some minor
rubbing to extremities, head slightly chipped, but still a very good copy, with the ownership signature of
‘Alfred Casmajor Thomas, 1852’ at head of title.

Scarce first edition of this collection of verse by the Minerva novelist
‘Mrs Bridget Bluemantle’.
In her preface she mentions that the ‘Poem now offered to the Public
was written in the days of the Authoress’s youth, when the great and
mighty sun shone in the Poetical Hemisphere.’ Presumably she means
the years of Scott, Byron and Shelley and although published at a later
date they should really be considered as an extension of her other
literary publications.
Elizabeth Thomas (b. 1771) was born at Berry in Devon. ‘She married
the Rev. Thomas Thomas of Newland in Gloucestershire and moved
in 1802 to nearby Tidenham, where she bore her three last children
and published eight novels, mostly for Minerva, mostly as Bridget
Bluemantle … She printed later verse by name: in The Georgian, or
The Moor of Tripoli, 1847, a widow leaving her long term home, she
collected some early work she had not dared to issue in days of ‘great
and mighty’ Romantic poets’ (Blain, Feminist Companion, p. 1076).
She returned to Devon and died there in 1855.

Provenance: with the ownership signature of Alfred Casmajor Thomas
at head of title, likely a relative of the author.
OCLC records five copies worldwide, four in the UK, at the BL, NLS,
Cambridge and Oxford, and one in the US, at the Huntington; see
Blain, Clements & Grundy, The Feminist Companion to Literature in
English (1990), p. 1076.

THE

DANGERS OF VANITY

88. [VANITY]. THE HISTORY OF HANNAH HASTINGS. Bath, printed by Benj. Higman,… and
sold by Longman, Hurst, and Co. and Hatchard, London; Collins, Bath, and all other Booksellers.
1818.
£ 650
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 120; with small woodcut on title
and a woodcut tailpiece at close; lightly dust-soiled in places,
but generally clean; in contemporary citron roan, spine tooled
in gilt and boards ruled in gilt, top of spine missing and
corners rubbed, but still a good copy, nonetheless.
Rare first edition of this work providing a stark warning to
young girls on the dangers of vanity, leading them down a path
to wrack and ruin, corrupted, and falling for the charms of
unscrupulous men of rank, with details of the consequences
and ultimate price paid.
‘It is not necessary for me to repeat the several conversations
which took place between this practised seducer and the silly
victim of vanity and falsehood; suffice it therefore to say, that
in order to secure the possession of find clothes, and from the
vain delight she felt in hearing her beauty praised by so fine a
gentleman, Hannah Hastings went on step by step, from one
imprudence to another, untill her ruin was completed; and no
sooner had Sir Charles triumphed over her virtue, then he
despised and neglected her’ (pp. 95-6).
Green, Bibliotheca Somersetensis 1902, p. 253; not in OCLC
or COPAC.

THE

FEMINISATION OF BOTANY

89. [WARING, Sarah]. A SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF LINNÆUS in a series of letters. Designed for
young persons. London: Harvey and Darton, 1827.
£ 385
FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. iv, 139; engraved frontispiece; light stain just visible to prelims, otherwise clean

throughout; in original quarter sheep gilt over marbled boards, spine ruled and lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed,
but still a very good copy.
First edition of this scarce life of the great Swedish botanist, physician and zoologist, Carl Linnæus (17071778), set out in the form of botanical letters, specifically ‘adapted for the library of the young botanical
student’.
‘The following particulars are drawn chiefly from the tour of Linnæus in Lapland, written by himself, and
translated into English by Sir J. Smith; and from Dr. Trapp’s translation of the life of Linnæus. The voluminous
size of this last work, arising from the minuteness of its details, the diffuse style in which it is written, and the
quantity of extraneous matter bound up with it, places it beyond the reach of many who would gladly read the
simple history of Linnæus’ (pp. iii-iv).
‘The familiar letter played an important role in the feminisation of botany. Jean Jacques Rousseau’s botanical
letters were, as I have stated, translated and published as Letters on the Elements of Botany Addressed to a
Lady in 1785. The epistolary format was adopted by Priscilla Wakefield in An Introduction to Botany in a
Series of Familiar Letters (1796). Examples of the botanical letter as a genre of women’s writing can also be
found in the nineteenth century in texts such as Sarah Waring’s A Sketch of the Life of Linnaeus in a Series of
Letters Designed for Young Persons (1827)’ (George, Botany, Sexuality and Women’s Writing, 1760-1830,
2007, p. 11).
Of the author, Sarah Waring we have been unable to find any further information.
Darton G1023(1); Sousby 2673; OCLC records two copies in the UK, at Oxford and Cambridge and two in
North America, at Columbia and NYPL; the BL seems to only possess a digital copy.

‘NO

WOMAN SHOULD BE WITHOUT THIS IMPORTANT WORK’

90. WHADCOAT, Gordon Cuming. EVERY WOMAN’S OWN LAWYER. London: T. Fisher
Unwin, 1907.
£ 400

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 285, [5] adverts (final advertisment on rear pastedown); occasional light spotting,

otherwise clean throughout; in the original black publisher’s cloth, spine and upper board lettered in gilt, light
surface wear and rubbing to extremities, but still a very good copy, with a ownership signature of ‘Miss Edith
Birkin, Jan 6th 1913’ on front free endpaper.
Scarce first edition of Every Woman’s Own Lawyer, explaining ‘in simple, untechnical language, the central
principles of every branch of law women specially desire to know’ (contemporary advertment)
Gordon Cuming Whadcoat (1873-1931) became a solicitor from
1896 and worked mainly out of his office at 110 Cannon St. in the
City of London. He first lived at Islington where a street is named
after him, partly due to his influence on the clearance of slums. His
books include His Lordship’s Whim (1901), Rosamond’s Morality
(1905), The Balance (1906).
‘Now that women enjoy almost equal rights with men, it is
remarkable that there should he no legal treatise written especially
in women’s interests. Besides being remarkable, it is a little unfair.
Women are excluded from the administration and profession of the
law, they are excluded from Parliament, they are even precluded
from assisting to appoint the men who shall govern them. The
consequence of this rigid boycott is that all legal works are written
by men for men, and in a phraseology comprehensible only after
that practical familiarity with legal matters which women have no
facilities for acquiring. Yet a woman may no more plead ignorance of
the law than may a man. There are numerous matters, particularly
between husband and wife, in which the interests of the sexes must
inevitably conflict; there are many other matters, chiefly of a
domestic nature, in which the woman alone is concerned. In all such
things it will be the writer’s aim to so assist the woman that she
may, when occasion arises, know how to act independently in her
own interests’ (preface).
After his introduction on the ‘Progress of Women’s Rights’, the author and solicitor Whadcoat sets out his
work over 24 chapters, offering advice to women on such matters as dealing with governesses, shopping,
children, marriage, divorce, wills, cheques, lodgers, houses and county courts.
OCLC records three copies in the UK, at the BL, Oxford and Cambridge, and three more in North America,
at Missouri, Cincinnati and Temple.

91. WHITE, Caroline A. SWEET HAMPSTEAD and its associations
… London, Elliot Stock, 1900.
£ 85
FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xv, [i] blank, 391; uncut in the original green

publisher’s cloth, upper board and spine decorated and lettered in gilt, lightly
rubbed to extremities, but still a very appealing copy.
First edition of Caroline White’s history of the fast expanding and fashionable
suburb, high above the smoke of London.
OCLC records three copies, at the BL, NLS and University College, London.

INCLUDING

THE TALE OF A VISIT TO A TRAVELLING MENAGERIE

92. WILLEMENT, Emily Elizabeth. LITTLE HERBERT’S MIDSUMMER HOLIDAYS AND THEIR
AMUSEMENTS; or, conversations on ornithology … London: Simpkin, Marshall and Co., 1850. £ 285

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 117, [1] imprint, [1] advert, [1] blank;
with numerous engraved illustrations in the text; lightly foxed in
places, but generally clean throughout; in the original publisher’s blindtooled green cloth, gilt, spine sunned, boards a trifle bumped, but still
a very fresh clean copy.
Scarce first edition of this primer on ornithology intended to
introduce a juvenile readership to exotic bird species and the proper
treatment of domestic breeds.
The work, set out over nine chapters (‘General Structure of Birds’,
‘Birds of Prey’, ‘Song Birds’, ‘Waterfowl’ - including details of a visit to
a travelling menagerie) is a continuation of Willement’s earlier work,
Conversations of Little Herbert and his Mother on Zoology (1848),
with protagonist opening ‘at a new period of his existence - that of a
school-boy, - in order to show how valuable and important are the
benefits conferred on youth, by the early and affectionate instruction
of a tender mother’ (p. v).
We have been unable to find much information on the author, Emily
Elizabeth Willement, beyond the other works she published. Her first
work seems to be A Bouquet from Flora’s garden (1841), published in
Norwich, suggesting she originated from that area. She seems best
known, however, for A catechism of the history of things in common

use, and the events which led to their discovery and improvement,
with a short explanation of some of the principal natural phenomena
(1845) which went on to be reissued several times.
COPAC records five copies at the BL, Cambridge, NLS, Nottingham, and Oxford; OCLC adds one further
copy, in Florida.

RARE

ADVERT FOR A TRAVELLING MENAGERIE

93. [WOMAN TIGER TAMER]. L’INCOMPARABILE CORAGGIO DI UNA DONNA … Modena,
dalla Tipografia Vincenzi e Rossi. [1838].
£ 285
BROADSIDE. [36 x 24cm.] printed on both sides with a large woodcut on the upper section of the recto;

some old creasing.
A gloriously extravagant broadside extolling the forthcoming performances of Benedetto Advinent and his
trained wild animals performing under the brave hands of Madama Chanteur.

The Serralio di Belve Viva was a travelling Italian menagerie that had arrived at Modena in March 1838 to
perform at the famous, decrepit, but soon to replaced, theatre.
Advertised as an ‘extraordinary new show’ the act included for the first time Advinent’s newly trained ‘bella
pantera tigre. This poor tiger was to be put through a series of feats by the beautiful and courageous Madama
Chanteur. Apparently Chanteur began her act by slapping one of the other poor animals before stepping into
cage with the tiger. firstly with whiplashes she provoked the anger and ferocity of the animal then obliged it to
lie down as if asleep before encouring the tiger to stand up again like a domesticated pet. The final flourish
was when Chanteur discharged two guns over the Tigers head.
The woodcut that show this last mentioned and final act of ‘bravery’ illustrates the happy creatures cavorting
together, the tiger looking somewhat more reticent than Chanteur letting off a pistol: probably not quite a
true depiction of this final scene from her entertainment and apparent lack of animal welfare.
We are unsure when Madama Chanteur, Benedetto Advinent or the Tiger met their end but some indication
in literature of the mid 1840’s show that newer entertainments were not a patch on the Serralio di Belve Viva.
We can find no other example of this broadside extant.

THE
94.

RICH LADY OF

READING

[WOMEN]. BERKSHIRE LADY. In Four Parts. [London?, n.d., c. 1830].

£ 185

Ballad sheet (35 x 23cm) with 45 verses, printed in three columns with large heading, very decorative border
with swags, etc., and woodcut head and shoulders portrait of a lady; trimmed to within half an inch of the
border, but not detracting from this being a very good clean copy.
Scarce ballad sheet telling the story of a rich lady of Reading who challenged the man she had fallen in love
with to marry her or fight her in a duel ‘You shall find I do not vapour/For I have a trusty rapier…’

PATRIOTIC WOMEN
95. [WOMEN]. FEMALE PATRIOTISM. The Ladies of Paris presenting their Jewels to the National
Assembly of France. [N.p., n.d., c. 1790].
£ 150
Stipple engraving [platemark 18 x 21cm], with good margins, folds as issued.
A scarce print depicting women offering their jewels as a patriotic act for France.
Following the example of Roman history, where Camilla gave the proceeds of the sale of her jewels to the
senate, ‘Twenty wives and daughters of several leading French artists, at the instigation of Mme Moitte, wife of
the sculptor Jean Guillaume Moitte, decided to perform a similar service for France. During the session of the
National Assembly on the 7th September 1789, all dressed in white, “decorated only by that beautiful
simplicity which characterizes virtue” (according to the official account), they entered the chamber and made a
donation of their jewellery to be sold to help pay the nation’s debt. Too modest to deliver her speech on the
ladies’ behalf, Mme Moitte had one of the deputies read it. After citing the Camilla episode, it went on to say
that “they would blush to wear jewels when patriotism required their sacrifice” and encouraged others,
especially those with greater means, to follow their example. One member praised their generosity, which he
rated above what had happened in Rome; the president of the Assembly complimented them and their names
were formally inscribed in the minutes.’ (Barlet)
Something close to 6,000 livres was raised through the event, clearly someone then picked up on the ‘Female
Patriotism’ and had the present image engraved in Britain.
It is possible that the print may have been extracted from a pamphlet or some form of periodical, but we can
find nothing definite. Another copy - the only other located - at the Musée Carnavalet, Paris [G.27922]- has a
horizontal fold correspondent with our copy.
See M. Elizabeth C. Barlet: ‘The new repertory at the Opera during the Reign of Terror’ in Music and the
French Revolution CUP, 1992.

YOUNG

LADIES FROLICKING BY THE SEA

96. [WOMEN]. TWENTY FOUR GROTESQUE VIEWS OF SEASIDE LIFE. London, J.S. & Co.,
[n.d., c. 1880].
£ 300
12mo, [140mm high, opening out to 1300mm long]; folding photo-mechanical panorama in 12 sections, each
with two scenes depicting seaside frolics, mostly involving young ladies; panorama folding into the original blue
publisher’s boards (tipped in at front), upper board lettered in gilt with border in black, lightly rubbed and
worn, but still a very appealing item.
Attractive and rare panorama depicting fun and frolics by the seaside in Victorian Britain underscored with
such cheeky headings as ‘Diana & her nymphs surprised whilst bathing’ and ‘Beauties of the watering place,
“are you sure they can’t see us from the pier head”.’

CHAUVINIST
97.

HUMOUR

[WOMEN - FAKE CERTIFICATE]. PATENTE DE CURIEUSE. [n.p., Paris? circa 1817.

£ 285

4to sheet with intrigal blank [25 x 20cm], woodcut at
head; watermarked ‘Wainright & Co. B. 1817’.
A rather chauvinist ‘certificate’ intended to be filled in with
the recipients name as a joke.
The five attributes that a woman would need to gain her
Patente de Curieuse certificate include: 1) The greatest
ability to discover the most hidden things; 2) the ability to
break and restore a confidence without the violation of
the secret; 3) opening doors. boxes, desks in order to
extend her knowledge; 4) an ability to silently listen-in on
other peoples conversations and lastly a zeal in acqiring
this knowledge.
The illustrations heading this piece show the lady spying through a keyhole and searching through a desk; the
text of the letter concludes that the recipient should be given a double pair of spectacles placed in such a way
as to favour the organs of sight and delving and thus be accorded the honour to which she is due.

Signed by the President ‘Claire Voyante’ and the secretary ‘Anne Longues Oreilles’ (i.e clairvoyant and long
ears) the certificate was probably bought by a gentleman as a piece of fun, but clearly in this case they thought
better of the idea and left this example unused.
Despite the British watermark to the paper, all the signs are it was a French piece of humour.
We have located one copy at the Musée des civilisations de l’Europe et de la Méditerranée, but with a slightly
different setting of the text.

WW1

MUNITIONS FACTORY LADIES SOCCER TEAM

98. [WOMEN’S FOOTBALL – WWI.] ‘R.A. ROCKETS F.C. 1918’. Women’s football team group
portrait. [London, U.S.A. Studios], [1918].
£ 950
Carbon print, 17¾ x 24 inches [45.6 x 60.8 cm], mounted on card trimmed to edges of print, numbered
33483 and dated 7-12-18 in pencil on verso with short note on matt design; coming loose from mount at
some edges, a few chips, a couple of small creases to corners, deep horizontal score on verso of mount (1 cm
from lower edge) with small area of loss of card.
A vivid record of women in their wartime life: a portrait of young sportswomen from a First World War
munitions factory in Worcester.
As well as taking on new roles in their working lives during the war, women were stepping into ‘male’ cultural
pursuits with vigour. Despite a widespread perception that the game was too physical for women, middle- and
working-class girls participated, though it mostly the latter who took to the game in any numbers. The nucleus
of this new phenomenon was in the North and the Midlands, where matches and leagues were organised for
the female workforce of munitions factories and various charities. The enthusiasm with which women played
outlasted the war and gave the development of the women’s game in peacetime extra momentum – in 1920
the Dick, Kerr’s Ladies (formed in 1917 from Dick, Kerr & Co., Preston) had become the unofficial English
national team, playing (and winning) the first women’s international against France at Deepdale, followed by
matches at Stockport, Manchester and Stamford Bridge.
Some sitters have the triangular War Service badge displayed on their ties. The badge, issued solely for
women by the Ministry of Munitions in 1916 and indicates their participation in vital war work. Men attached
their badges with a buttonhole design, but the design of women’s badges were altered to fasten with a pin, like
brooches. The acronym OFCF3 suggests these women worked at Government Cartridge Factory No 3,
which was in Blackpole, Worcestershire. It began manufacturing .303 cartridges in late 1918 under Kings
Norton Metal Co. and ceased production in early 1919.

Perhaps taken on an away-game trip to London, the portrait was photographed in USA studios, clearly
indicated by the backdrop. John H. Woolfe, who was originally based in Heaton Norris, Stockport, started the
studio in 1907 after taking over the American Photographic Company at 34 Upper Street, Islington. By the
outbreak of war, Woolfe managed over a dozen studios in London, the suburbs and other towns such as
Birmingham and Reading. Woolfe left London soon after the war ended and relocated to Bournemouth,
where he died in 1942. The studio continued in Fratton, Portsmouth until 1969.
See J. Hargreaves, Sporting females: Critical issues in the history and sociology of women’s sports, 1994, pp.
141–42.

PROMOTING “JUST

LEGISLATION FOR WOMEN”

99. [WOMEN’S LIBERAL ASSOCIATION]. ORIGINAL SHIELD SHAPED LAPEL BADGE. Thomas
Fattorini, Hockney St., Birmingham. [n.d., c. 1910].
£ 250
Original badge in the form of a shield, brown enamel over gilt metal with the words ‘Women’s Liberal
Association’, with working pin to back and stamped makers mark; in very good original condition.
‘By the 1880s, many Liberal women demanded a voice in political and social affairs. The establishment of the
Primrose League by the Conservative Party in 1884 was countered by the formation into a Federation of the
already existing Women’s Liberal Associations throughout the country. The first Women’s Liberal Association
had been set up in Birmingham and was followed by the first official Association at Bristol in 1880 and by
others in Darlington and York. By 1886, there were 15 WLAs throughout the country. A central body was
considered necessary and at a meeting at Queen Anne’s Gate,
London in May 1886, a resolution was passed to form all existing
WLAs into a Union. The inaugural meeting of the Women’s Liberal
Federation was held in February 1887, by which time there were 40
WLAs with more than 10,000 members. Catherine Gladstone was
its first president. The objects of the Federation were to promote
the adoption of Liberal principles in the government of the country,
to promote just legislation for women and to protect the interests
of children, advance political education by meetings, lectures and the
distribution of literature and to establish a WLA in every
constituency.
The policy of the WLF was formulated at its annual Council meeting,
held in London in May or June. One of the most important issues
was that of women’s suffrage. William Gladstone and other leading
Liberal politicians opposed the move, and this led to a split in the
Federation. In 1892, Catherine Gladstone resigned her post as
president and the WLF became known as the Women’s National
Liberal Federation, though the ‘National’ was dropped from its title in 1935. The breakaway body, the
Women’s National Liberal Association, was formed by 11 ladies from the Executive of the WLF who believed
that women’s franchise, not being in the Liberal programme, was inconsistent with their position as Liberal
women. On the other hand, some members felt that the WLF was not sufficiently active in promoting the
suffrage cause, and formed the Union of Practical Suffragists.
The WLF flourished under the presidency of two dedicated presidents, the Countess of Aberdeen and the
Countess of Carlisle. The latter, a celebrated temperance campaigner known as the ‘Radical Countess’, was a
fervent Liberal and an activist for social reform. Her 14 years as president saw the Federation flourish. From
its beginnings, with 16,000 members, by 1908 there were 100,000 and approximately 1.500 WLAs.
The Liberal victory in the general election of 1906 owed much to the efforts of the WLF. Up to the First
World War, suffrage was one of the main issues, but Asquith’s stance on the subject disappointed many
members, and some broke away’ (Peter Gordon & David Doughan, Dictionary of British Women’s
Organisations, 1825-1960, 2001, pp. 173-4).
A rare badge, we have been unable to find another example.

EARLY

TRANSPARENCY BY

ORME

100. YATES, Honourable Mrs. [Charlotte]. A COTTAGE ON FIRE. From the Original Transparent
Drawing by the Hon.ble Mrs. Yates. Sold & Published Jan. 1st, 1799, by Edwd. Orme, Conduit Street,
London. [1799].
£ 850
Hand coloured mezzotint, [51 x 30.5cm] a couple of closed tear to the margins, however the image in
excellent condition.
An excellent transparency showing a night time scene of a family desperately, if rather inadequately, carrying
buckets of water towards a cottage already well ablaze and nearing total destruction.
This form of print was often cut to the edge and placed for
good effect on a window pane. These transparent prints were
expensive with Orme retailing them at 15 shillings. Whitman
notes that Charles Turner engraved many of the plates for
Orme’s ‘Transparencies’, and that of the plates published by
Orme and enumerated by him at the end of his Essay on
Transparencies, this print was mentioned by Turner in his diary
written at the time he was engraving for Orme.
By a process of elimination the only candidate identifiable with
the ‘Hon.ble Mrs. Yates’ at this period was Charlotte Yates.
She was the seventh child and youngest daughter of John 11th
Lord St. John of Bletsoe. She was born on the 15th March
1763 and married Joseph Yates of Peel Hall in Lancashire, only
son of Judge Yates on 28th March 1787 and died 24th July
1803. Her only child turned out to be an artist too, Charlotte
Perrott of Cracum Park, who illustrated a very uncommon
work A selection of British Birds 1835 of which only one part
was issued before her death the following year.
Although scarcely documented, we believe that Joseph Yates
had run up debts and the family fortunes were fairly desperate
in the last decade of the eighteenth century. Orme may well
have used the name of the Hon. Mrs Yates to give kudos in the
better circles of society to his newly available transparent
prints and for Charlotte bring in some necessary cash.
See Whitman, Alfred, Nineteenth Century Mezzotinters: Charles Turner, London, George Bell & Sons, 1907,
p. 286.

The End

